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;tate announces snow routes
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v. a ter SIION begins to fall,
li-ansportation Cabinet
.7ows will begin cleafing the
thc highest traffic volList under a priority system
•
nuke tra%clling in Cal.tits as sale and convessibk . Secretary Don C.
annourkc%.1.
K.'1!% 1:r..,1,.itizens to use main
1 a: all possible when
during hazardous condiprio:it% roads will be
,uickh as possible
inur weather hits,"
said ihe prionty, system wa,s
'
cabinet engineers
traffic volumes and
C.iioway• County to
h roads served the
•!., taking into account
roadways in Calloway
n ill be cleared first
] ,.,•..isirtation Cabinet road
.S.64I,KN'94,KY
13,77. This category
i,..;:rstates, parkways. ur•
-.
\A ay and other state
cs.„Tuonally large vol-

III Budget...
FROM PAGE 1
at 550 billion but later revised
down to S31 billion - - between
the proposed defense budget over
the next five years and hat the
secretary. and other Pentagon
leaders say will he needed to carry out basic programs.
The shortfall results from higher inflation projections and a pay
raise passed by Congress hut not
included in the administration's
spending outline.
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen. speaking on NBC's "Meet
the Press," said there- win'he "give on both sides" — both in
domestic and military programs
— as the government fulfills its
commitment to cut the deficit by
S500 billion over five years.
McCain suggested that "con-

•Hable...
gressional pork -barreling" in the
defense budget he stopped, and
said other money could come
trom domestic programs such as
the national sers ice program.
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich.,
another Armed Servicec Committee member, agreed that
unneeded weapons programs
should he eliminated. He also
told ABC he would "rather have
a slightly smaller force -- for
instance, 1.3 million active men
and women, rather than 1 4 million as is now projected, and not
have 3 hallow force.
Also on ABC, White House
chief of staff Mack McLarty, citing statements by Inman, said,
"A leaner force, a ready force is
the real critical item, if you have
to make that choice."

FROM PAGE 1
engineering school at UK. To
a:hie% e that, liable had called for
closing the dental school at UK
and using an estimated S7 million
in annual savings to improve the
university's engineering school.
It was strenuously opposed by
1 . 1.: officials.
University of Louisville President Donald Swain had supported
the original idea of a single dental school at his institution. But
Swain today endorsed the
c‘miirronvisv.
Under liable's recommendation, the state money saved by
freezing the dental schools'
appropriation would be earmarked for engineering, if the
General Assembly approved.

•Performance...
slightly less traffic than Priority A
roads. State secondary roads, rural
secondary roads, and other routes
with comparable traffic volumes
fait under the Priority C category.
•

umes of traffic. The next roads to be
cleared will be Priority B and then
C,as indicated on the attached map.
Priority B roads include state primary roads, bypasses and roads with

FROM PAGE 1
"Our mission statement was so
general and vague," Booth said.
"This one is much more
specific."
In the revised statement, the
commission used the following
components: geographic region,
institutional admissions star-

dards, degree levels, strategic
directions/program priorities.
enhancement of instruction,
research and service functions,
collaborative ventures and efficiency and effectiveness.
The commission also adopted a
baccalaureate core of liberal arts
programs which will be offered at

all universities.
"We currently offer all the core
programs so we will not have to
add any," Booth said.
Among the programs required
are anthropology, visual arts,
general biology, geology, mathematics, general English and
speech, debate and forensics.

Grand jury indictments listed
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The following persons were
indicted by a Calloway County
grand „jury Dec. 10:
•Mark Gentry — one count of
theft by deception.
•Harold Martin — second
degree forgery,
•Bernice L. Bennet — trafficking in a controlled substance
(cocaine).
*Ricky Dale Holland — theft
by unlawful taking.
.Terry Oatman -- theft of
services.
'Bobby Gene Leonard — flagrant non-suppon.
*Gordon R. Towner — first-
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FROM PAGE 1
averages for students on free or
reduced lunch and the dropout
rate.
Statewide, 43.3 percent of all
students received reduced or free
lunches while Calloway's rate
was 33.5 percent and Murray's
was 24.1.
The state dropout rate was
three percent tor the state, 2.3
percent for Calloway County and
just .6 percent for Murray.
Donna Herndon, director of
Calloway County's Family
Resource Center located at East
Elementary School, said the center tries to be a broker of services
for students and their families.
"When a crisis strikes that may
stand in the way
a child's education, we try to ,ink them with
existing resources that can help
them," she said. "Our motto is,
'Whatever it takes. We try to
focus on prevention, trying to
stop something before it gets out
of hand."
Herndon said the resource center is currently. involved with its
Santa Project, along with the
Christmas for Kids toy drive,
which is sponsored by the Murray Fire Ikpartment.
"Between the Santa Project and
the fire department, we're helpinc get students and their families
toys, beds, tables and chairs,
blankets and clothes, and we've
kid a wonderful response from
the conununity," she said. "We
also have an Angel Fund here, so
that if we can't put someone in
niuch with the proper agency to
help them with a problem, we can
give them some help ourselves.
"We've taken care of over gilt/
children, and there are probably
some poor kids who are undist.overed, so we hope we can find
them before Christmas," Herndon

Wny Do We Say On Top
Year After Year'?
Becadse We Learned Years Ago
THAT THERE'S
MORE ROOM AT THE TOP
THAN THERE IS IN THE MIDDLE!
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degree wanton endangerment,
operating a motor vehicle under
the influence and reckless
driv ing.
'henry Wesley Fowler — conspiracy to kidnap a minor.
'James Ray Solomon —
second-degree criminal possession of a forged instrument.
William M. Michaux — firstdegree sexual abuse.
•John M. Hopkins — flagrant
non-support.
'Billy Ray Thorn — firstdegree rape.
'Michael W. Cl.emmons "—
having no operator's license, no
insurance and operating a motor
vehicle while impaired (fourth
offense in five years).
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Town pays respects to seven boys killed al crash
f \DI!. Ks iA1'1
and in groups that wept together
thousands of people filed acros
the floor of the Frigg Counts
High Ss hool gsm to mourn
beside the saskers or seven hos.
killed III a car crash last week
More than 2.000 people filled
the arena tiff Saturdas's funeral
Au estimated S,( t() streamed past
the teL open coffins and two
.1,i...it ones arrayed In a SCIMICIr
le to pas quiet. final respects :On
Voila) froin 5 p m to 12 AO a in
'It'll get hack to normal as far
a, dads, life is concerned after a
but this town won't ever
forget what Just happened in
there.
said Russ Stallons,
ca her at the school
Man)
, in the crowd wept as
Stallons and student Billy Barnes
strummed guitars and sang a duet
sersion of Garth Brooks' "The
Dan.e.— and a modern gospel
song. — Wish You Were Here."
"That was a tough song to
sing," Stallons. a Cadii native.

Bei metva

't'll get back to normal as far os daily
lite, is concerned after a while, but this
town won't ever forget what just hop
pened in there. ii

Are You 1. arni

18.

...Russ Stations
said of the gospel song. But you
look at it from the standpoint of
the song, that they're in heaven
they're better off than --size
are, and they wish we were there
the same as we wish they were
alive and here.'
The tunes, like so much of the
mass funeral for Dale Conroy
Garner, Jeremy Wade Gordon,
Dasid Jason Lawrence and Jesse
Christopher Lawrence, all 16,
Craig Patric Perry II, 15, and
Joseph Harry Rogers and Steven
Thomas Wallace, both 17.
reflected the boys' interests.
In the open caskets, classmates
and losed ones had left roses.

for Americans missing in the war
before the United States lifts its
I9-year trade embargo.
C.S. officials say it is unlikely
that they will ever know what
happened to all the 2,239 Americans still unaccounted for in
southeast Asia, including 1,648 in
Vietnam, 505 in Laos, 7g in
Cambodia and g in China.
Some of the men have been
missing for 25 years or more and
the landscape has changed. Many
of them were lost over water or
in mountainous terrain.
Last week the Vietnamese
turned over the remains of eight
Americans fouhd during searches
in October and Nosember. The
Vietnamese also turned over nest•
MIA documents now being

snapshots of special times. Jr
the blue-and -red baseball caps
the Penny rile All
haseh,,
- team Wallacer,"th-e mrssr afhtet•
of the bunch, starred rn the team
featuring the hest player, troth
several western Kentu,k
counties.
Beside several id the his
bodies were ',Chord portrait',
their fresh faces and ese. that
brimmed with life
'We are hurting like we has
never hurt before, and ,Ahat',
before us this das is not natural.
the Rev. Tom Martin, pastor it
the First C'hristran ('hursh in
Cadii, said in his eulogs • - wc
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A physicist
on a
h..ause sit \Lit; Le-tung's
polkies crew Its ii when asked
hos. Crimes.. should commemorate the 100th anniversars of the
late leader's birth
j•Inita shouldn't commemorate Mao!" sputtered Xu Liangymg, 7 - No one in the (former)
Sos let l nrOn L ornmernorates
Stalin!
But L.'-sear old Lising Jianeang. who was an infant during
Slao•N last purges, gase up three
hours one recent esening to listen
if has Communist
Lii leaders
Youth 1 eague branch read sermonettes on Mao and patriotism
I he gathering sang Maoist songs
"We lose Mao Tse-tung,
he.aast: his ideas .'an erkourage
us
!II brindIrn2 a
II.1111or
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-.lid Iii haiting I- ice
and lane eseinrlds ends
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less campaigns to create a pure
Communist soeiets.
Some Chinese. I ike Xi'. look
unblinkingly at Mao': failings ---!us economic policies that led to
!amine, his betrayal of old eornrides and persecution of by at
intellectuals, his encouragement
of factional bloodshed during the
1966-76 Cultural Resolution --tind condemn him
But most Chinese seem
unready or unwilling to tear aside
the sell the Communist Party has
,Irav.11 user Mao, blurring his
responsibility tor the nation's
backssardness and suffering.
With many ot his features
erased. Mao can he turned into
almost anything - an inspirational
nation -budder, as Hang sees him,
a benevolent lather 1.1.!ur.', 'as in
recent memoirs hs his hods guard
and other aides. a sS 10/01 of
clean gosernment. as
his student protesters in 1`). prote c .
tor of worker rights, as seen by a
labor actisist who ressmils began
wearing a Maopin
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analv/ed.
In the latest development.
Hanoi has agreed to allow ITW7
Americans to investigate Jr :
excasate through the countrs,:d.:
in the operation that kicks
January. Heretofore, Vietnam ha!
allowed access to only ,,eser
American teams totalling ;Tirtre
than 70 men.
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Congratulations
Howell Ferguson

As preparations were
made for the new operation, a
17-day coordinated sear.b
involving the Lnited State:
Vietnam and Laos ended Swid a.
This operation, half the see •
the one planned nest month
short of its goals hecallse
weather limited heheopter

.r new(' t

Chinese mark Mao's birthday with mixed emotions
V. tit)

16.

,
s,, krinu•

Biggest search operation begins in January
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) -- The
Lnited States and Vietnam are
preparing for the biggest search
if Americans missing in action
sirke the war ended nearly 20
`./eaf", ago.
More than g0 Americans,
including four excavation teams,
will launch the operation Jan. 6
with their Vietnamese counterpart._ They will be in the field
through Jan. 28.
"This will be our most ambitious yet," said Army Lt. Col.
Da.ul I.. Frednkson, a military
pokesman for MIA operations.
Washington is nosing slowly
toward diplomatk relations with
V,etriarn Rut President Clinton
has made ,lear that Vietnam must
aL•.ount to the hest of its
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WASHINGTON TODAY

GOP senators say
Clinton appointees
are violating rules
By JIM ABRAMS
Assoc atec Press Write,
) — Republican senators say the Clinton
W..\SH1NGTON k Al)
administration is infringing upon the Senate's constitutional
-ads ice and consent" authority by moving certain presidential
nominees into jobs before they are confirmed.
The issue has come to a head over several controversial appoinlc:'s -- including the still-unconfirmed Defense Department nominee Morton Halperin — who were said to have carried out official
dutie, while the Senate w_as_.weighing their qualifications_
But GOP senators also fault the administration, and the system.
dragging out the nomination process and forcing appointees into
.•,ryipromising positions.
When Republicans held the White House, it was Democrats who
&tended the Senate's constitutional prerogative of "advice and
,.ons:ni- over presidential nominees.
When controversy arose over nominees to the courts or the
Cabinet. Republicans argued that Presidents Reagan and Bush were
-...rititled to make appointments with little interference from the
sC nate.
\ov, the roles are reversed and it's Republicfans v.ho are arguing
that the Senate is riot a rubber stamp for presidential appointments.
"The ads ice and consent clause of the Constitution is not something that can be simply brushed aside by an impatient administration.- Senate Minority, Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.. said in a speech.
The Senate. "should jealously guard this power and not give it up
without a fight.''
Dole was upset by the administration's decision to name Duke
Lniversity law professor Walter Dellinger acting assistant attorney
genera in August. two months before the Senate confirmed him for
:he Joh.
"They completely subverted the advice and consent clause of the
S. Constitution." agreed Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C. "They put
him on the _lob anyway."
The administration, which also gave Webster Hubbell the title of
a.ting associate atvirney general more than a month before he was
.ontirmed, pointed to similar practices in the Bush, Reagan and
Carter administrations.
But Republican indination mounted when it was revealed, that
f'alperin, the nominee for assistant secretary; of defense for demoracy and peacekeeping. might have represented himself as a Pentagon official rather than as a consultant in expressing views on the
.sue of gays in the military.
Halperin apologized in November to the Senate Armed Services
Committee. saying that in his eagerness to begin his work, he
"tailed to brief (himself) fully about the committee's
.:\petations
Although the White House has said it will resubmit Halperin's
nation next year, his fate grew less clear with last week's
rcement that Defense Secretary Les Aspin is resigning.
Among the hundreds of other "consultants'. who work in unoffi..ial capacities before they are confirmed, Ashton Carter. now an
assistant defense secretary, ran into trouble fo" signing an official
memo on funds to help Russia dismantle nuclear weapons.
The Pentagon. which already had guidelines saying consultants
subsequentcould offer advice only on a "smelly informal
ly issued tougher rules The new guidelines stated that no political
become a consultant to the department for the purappointee
pose of rendering advice::
"The line is reasonably clear,- said James Milner, a professor
ot government at George Mason University in Virginia. "Some
people may have stepped over it, and some people may be trying to
make political points by accusing them of stepping over it."
Ptittner said the number of presidential appointees requiring
Senate confirmation jumped from 152 in 1965 to 52-7 in 19X5, not
iricluding ambassadors and U.S attorneys.
He said this has made the confirmation process slower and the
ads ice and consent debate more pertinent.
Sen. Sam Nunn. D-Ga., chairman of the Senate Armed Services
((manatee. blamed Ashton Carter's misstep on the slow pace of
nominations "Individuals has e been placed in consulting positions
for too long a period of time.- he said
President Clinton. in an inter%iew with Time Magazine this
molith complained that it takes too long to get people into office.
"!tic president said it was "just ridiculous- that nominees who
fat
led -tnteresting lit es- have such, trouHe getting confirmed.
IIC pointised that next year he would take a fresh look at the
apptiritments pnxess

GUEST EDITORIAL
Dec. 13, Beacon Journal. Akron. Ohio. on abortion
protests:
to National Organization for Women and other abortion rights
rufis have asked the L. S. Supreme( our' 0) determine whether anti
abortion orgamiations.an he sued under the Racketeer hilluenced
((irruption Organizations Act NOW hopcs to blunt the agyressit c and
sometimes violent protests outside of -abortion chnics
understand well the deep coincerns of abortion rights gioups
the tactics used by virulent oppiments of ahortion (An tic .umus and
ugly eten deadly Abortion is legal in this country, and women who
choose to hate abortions should he allowed free access to clinics and
other 'aunties where the procedure is performed
the use of the RICO act. however 1, excessive ii this instance 'the
rcqu Ire' proof that the defendant, were no qi‘,J10.1 by a desire lor
economic reward that they participated III organized enterprises
itortion for instance
&slim(' to real illicit gain, II Is thsingenu
suggest. as NOW does. that such a desk option Ids anti abortion
cten the most extreme ones

pot tat WI ,

1 lind it disappointing who
our elected (Alicia's don't react
problems in our so1/4- ietv until the+
are pushed into a corner
Did it really take the deaths ot
set en innocent teenagers to make
Wesi Kentucky's state legislators
consider supporting a mandator\
seat belt law'
That is such a shame
I don't want to take anything
away from the loss that Trigg
County is experiencing. Yet, one
or two or three people die separately. every day. across the Commonwealth because they are not
wearing any type of restraining
des
Hundreds of people are buried
each year because of motor vehicles. Many of those could be
alive had they been wearing a
seat belt.
How many of our lawmakers
have taken notice of that''
You cannot cons ince me that
people didn't already know that
seat belts save lives. The statistics are too clear.
Kentucky is one of lice states
without a seat-belt law. Maine,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts
and South Dakota do not have
any restrictions.
Kentucky has one of the lowest
seat-belt usage rates in the nation
at 42 percent, according to the
Associated Press. The national
average is 65. percent.
Of the 680 people who died in
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It is abs,dutelt
legislators \I, iii ninlr
it a loss cit MOtiC‘
pic. tune
S:,•hk It's last year in Ken k \ 50n Were not wearing seat
belts aesording to figures prorcied ht the Kentuc..ky State
Polo:
ntortunately, alter seven kids
di; and an entire community
some legislators change
their minds on a bill that failed
miserably in 1992.
When State Rep. Mike Ward
D-1.ouist Wei introduced a mandatory seat belt law to the General Asseinhly in 1902, few lawmakers in west Kentucky supported the measure.
Rep. Richard Lewis, a Benton
Democrat who will not run for
re-election, said he will sponsor a
new mandatory. seat-belt hill,
whicli is similar to the one he
opposed just two years ago.
Sen Jeff Green and Rep. Freed
Curd, who represent Calloway
County, also opposed the measure in 1992.
Green told reporters this
weekend he is not sure what
stance he will take on the issue
this year
too,o1(o1

l.t. (iot

Paul Patton broke a
a no
s (qt.' in the
Senate against the hill in 1992
Patton is a known candidate
for governor. Gubernatorial elee•
tions will he held in 1995
The 1992 proposal was not as
tough as it could hat e been Violations were secondary. which
means a motorists can only he
cited for failure to comply it he
or she has been pulled over for
another violation.
The Citv of Murray. narrow ly
enacted- the- measure in 1902.
Other cities and counties across
the state also have local ordinances for seat belt usage.
In some states, including North
Carolina, motorists can he pulled
over for not buckling up.
Of course, as the nest session
of the General Assembly nears,
lawmakers are going- to consider
two issues dealing with seat hells
First, the Cadiz crash will still
be fresh in everyone's mind. Who
has not been affected by the news
of that tragic accident.'
Second, Kentucky faces the
possible loss of highway trans-
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mind that there is a
chance list's mat be NjlCki un
Il101or
mimics lessened
Isis bus 1.1c up
Net sr mind that almost etery
other state in the union has
already had the eourace and tort'
sight to support the measure
I know many tx•ople will cry
that the law infringes on their
personal rights Yes, a gotern•
mental hods is telling us what to
do. (Wow. there's something
unusual.
Fortunately, in this case lawmakers are correct
No one can say it seat belts
would hate made a dilterence in
the Cadiz crash. With set en people in a lice seal car who
knows'
There is no 11CCd 10 trt and
second guess that tragedy.
Howes er, other crashes hate
shown Ofile and time again that
seat belts work W. ht take a
chance'Ii it takes a law to sate a
lite. then let's get one

Legislators'jobs becoming full-time
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP,i -Bill Lear. a state representative
from Fayette County. announced
last week that five terms in the
Kentucky House were enough
He will call it quits in 1994.
Lear became No 21i on a list
of legislators who. mostly by
choice, will not he hack in the
General Assembly in 1995. The
list will keep growing as a few
others make the same decision
and the 1994 elatoins claim et en
filf

Lear and corns' others think it
portends change well beyond the
fact (if fresh faces in the Capitol
Effects on laws and public policy
could unfold over several year'
The legislat Life is fillaittlrig. In
tear's opinion. "mot mg inexor
ably. for better or for worse tow
and a full-time status
1 he constitutional limo of a
bb-day legislative session every
two years seems ahinniisi quaint
liven aside from special session,called by the governor the sys
ICIII iii initeniini committees task
forces and study group'. kite'', a
legislative contingent iii Vraril,
tort nearly year round
- I .ear, an -attorney in I ii 11r#.•
ton', largest law hot found lielegiylante duties taking greater
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a strong adtocate of the
citizen legislature It we fitiiiriish
that too much, I think its to our
detriment
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lor getting out
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corruption investigation intolt iiig
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REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
20510
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D
202 224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 Washington)
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Hometown has fairy
to greet former capt

D & W Auto Glass
Chim-Chim
Chimney Sweeps
•1:15-.1191
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JUDGING FOR THE WINNIERS IN THE 110‘11- 14( 0RATING C051 FST is scheduled here tonight hs the Garden
Dapartment of the Murray Woman's Club Categories are Naos ity
Scene. Children's Theme and Site Decoration This will be a special chore for the club members as there arc so many beautiful and
artistic decorated homes in the city limits. This is an annual protect
of the club.
Also along with the many decorated homes in Murray. just take a
drive out in the county this week. Some of the more beautoul decorations may be seen. It was such a joy to attend the open houses of
two of our staff members, Karen Coven on Poplar Street and Jennifer Hale on Purdom Road. Also another of our stall members.
Brien O'Neill, has decorated his home at Penny in a beautiful way.
The residents of the city and county are to be commended to add
this holiday atsmosphere to the area for this Christmas season.
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Mr. and Mrs. Guy Patrick Mitchell

Starks-Mitchell wedding
vows are said Oct. 23
Debbie Darlene Starks and
Saturday. Oct. 23.

Ciuy Patrick Mitchell were mamed on

Justice of the Peace Bobby C Stubblefield performed the ceremony
at the Mitchell home on Green Plain Church Road.
Lisa Green of Crossland vvas the maid ot honor tor the bride.
Rick Spann was hest man tor the groom
The couple spent their honeymoon in the .ireal Smoky Mountains
National Park.
The new Mrs. Mits:hell is the daughter o! Mr. and Sirs. Gregory
Ferguson of New Concord. She is employed hs the Sales Force of
Philip Moms USA.
Mr. Mitchell Is the son of Mr. and Ni rs R H Mit,:hell it Murray.
He is self-employed with Mitchell Paymy..
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Come Celebrate
Holly's Birthday!

All Children s Shoes
With This Coupon

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Tuesday. Dec. Cl. at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre for its Christmas party. Sin-'
gles should bring a snack to share and a small gag lift, not to
exceed S4. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224,
or Linda, -437-4414.

Legislature Forum on Tuesday
Kentucky Human ,Services Association will sponsor a Legislature
Forum on Tuesday, Dec. 21, at 8 a.m. at Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
Issues relating to state employees will be discussed with legislators
before they leave for General Assembly in January.. Legislators
Charles Geveden, Fred Nessler, Richard Lewis and Freed Curd
have indicated they will attend. A dutch treat buffet breakfast will
he served. All state employees and interested persons are invited to
attend.

.111111.4
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Hardin Post Office will have a Christmas Open House on Wednesday, Dec. 22, from 8:30 a.m. to noon. Cookies, candy and punch
will be served. Everyone is welcome to attend, according to Brent
Armstrong, postmaster. The post office is normally closed from II
a.m. to I p.m. for lunch; however the post office will remain open
through the day until Friday. Dec. 24, to make it more convenient
for those mailing cards and packages.

Gene Landoll of Murray is a patient at Baptist Memorial Hospiul, Memphis, Tenn. Persons may send him cards and letters to
Gene Landolt, Baptist Memorial' Hospital, 899 Madison, Room
1489, Memphis, Tenn. 38146. He may he telephoned at
1-901-227-1489.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday. Dec. 21, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p ni on
Tuesday. Dec. 21. For more information call 753-0082.

Bus trip for Kentucky game planned
The Leisure Lite will he trawling to Athens. Ga., on Jan. 8 and 9

the University of Kentucky Wildcates take on the Georgia
Bulldogs. Price of the trip will be 5107 and includes transportranon, ticket to game, over night lodging in Athens, continental
breakfast, tax, tips and baggage handling. Reservations are due by.
Friday Dec. 131. Call Martha Covey at 751-1891 tor more
in

Blood River course offered
Blood River Baptist Association will, offer a Semmar.s Extension
Course, New Testament Survey, party III, (NT 1167i. This will
hekl la survey of the early church, Pentecost to l'annos, Acts
through Revelation. The cost for the class will be 515 registration
and books for 53(1.94. The class will meet on Mondays from -.7 to 9
p.m. for nine weeks beginning Jan. 17 him more inhumation call
Terry M. Sills, Director of MI, ions, at 437 4201

Come join the YMCA
during Christmas Break!
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We will be open from 6:15 until 5:30
on December 22, 23, 27, 28, 29 & 30.
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The cost is $11.00 a day for the first child
and $5.50 a day for a second child.
All children participating must be current
members of the YMCA. •
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Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens have planned activities
for Christmas week. Exercise classes will he at 9 a.m., Monday and
Wednesday. Today, Monday, Ellen Brown's piano students played
Christmas music-at 10 a.m. and an open house is from 12:30 to 2
p.m. Everyone in the community is invited to come, see the center,
visit with seniors, and meet the staff. On Tuesday a choral group
will sing Christmas songs at 10 a.m. On Wednesday a Christmas
potluck luncheon will be served at noon to which all seniors are
invited. The center will be closed on Thursday and Friday. Senior
Citiiens is a United Way agency.

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
p hi !Hardin
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Senior Citizens plan activities
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Beautiful Christmas Arrangements,
V'reaths, Centerpieces and Swags
In Stock!
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To register your child please
call the YMCA at 759-9622.
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ELM GROVE SCHOOL • The student body ol Em
School In thD year 1916 or 1917 is pictured They
are, from left, top row, Gertrude Young, Helen W7trirrrah Fuphrie McDougal Jewell Owen Dietsell
Bell, Euva
Carraway Gatlin Outland Vera Outland Alvm;
rra Carrasvay St-nrrey V:nson second row Ruth Phillips. Lafayette Outland, Lois Self. Edna Work—.i
i' n
:Jere OL,tland. Hulon Colson, Lottie Mor•
gan. Ruby Craig. Olaf Brelsford 'verna
Sta•rps Beatrice McDougal third row. Wilma
McCuiston, lillian Carraway Lucli Outland, i'iC!3
tSon Autrre Morgan Ovle Cohoon. teacher FeStuS
Futrell, Talmadge Erwin. Rollins Winchester Amon Owen F.pri McDougal J
D Overby. Pierce McDougal.
bottom row, Lourell Winchester. Myri Rodgers Louise McDou;a1 Lowell Outland, Laia McDougal
. Elbert Phillips. Henry Turner, Sandes Colson. Author 14.40,,,-• •an 4'ner1 Ou'And Fuel(
McNutt. Troy Colson. Dewey Jones
and Elbert Erwin
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14k. Herringbone
Bracelet

14K.
Diamond
Earrings
$9.99

$39•

Now ‘Ihru Christmas EIT

Extended Hours
Open 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Extra 10% off already
tow sate prizes.
'Fru

Wk

REF $189.

REF $229.

'99.

'99.

WraPPing.

The
Daisy

1/5 carat*
Diamond Earrings

14k. Gold
Diamond Ear Pin
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Ity Good Housekeeping
A Hearst Magazine
For AP Features
More than 19 million Amencans have become involved in
neighborhood watches, a good
neighbor program that makes
communities safer from crime
and less inviting to criminals.
The neighborhood watch
movement was started in Los
Angeles during the late 1960s,
Bonnie Marlewski-Probert wrote
in an article in the current issue
of Good Housekeeping, as a way
_neighbors could help law enfor*-

7 Diamond
Wide Band Man's 3 Diamond
Cluster ' Nugget Ring
REF $199.

25%-50%+off

Genuine
Panda Coin
Ring

REF $199.

$99. $99.

Let Murray's Pier 1 solve your lost-minutepitt-ond
decorating dilemmas. Our one-of-a-kind collections offer a variety of unique easy solutions

REF $189.

99

MERRY CHRISTMAS

"I Love You" Diamond Heart
"Clear Not Cloudy'
1/2 carat* REF $599 $299.
1 carat*REF $899 $599.
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Service Officer Archie Whiteside and District I Auxiliary President Mar
zee Whiteside of Murray Post 6291 are pictured at a district M•PtinC

Neighborhood watches on increase
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,einent agencies reduce crime
-Citizens who take part in a
neighborhood-watch program
learn hovs to observe and report
suspicious activities to law enforcement agencies and what steps
to take to make their homes and
neighborhoods less attractive to
criminals,' Betsy Cantrell of the
National Sheriffs' Association,
said.
Beyond reducing crime, an
active program brings neighbors
together, forming a renewed
sense of community. A closeknit, low-crime neighborhood has
a positive effect on your sense of
well being - not to mention
your property values.
Starting a neighborhood watc•.
where you live may be easier
than you think. Here is how to go
about forming one:
- Contact your local police
department or sheriff's office. If
it sponsors a neighborhood watch
- and most of them do request a date and time that an
officer could.,mect with your
group. Most laW-enforcement
agencies are .happy to work with
local citizens.
- After you set the date for a
First meeting, post flyers around
the neighborhood. Include the
date, place and time of the meeting and encourage people to

at
mpft
- Follow the
rccommended tr the
make your homes le., in l ong
burglars.
--- Make a pact \slit) ca,h
for
your neighbors to look
one another.
-- Adopt the attitude ot
citizen. If you obserse
or something su,pieloir, in your
neighborhood, immediatels
the police.
If your local law -entoremens
offiCe does not sponsor a neigh
horhood watch program. the tol
lowing organization: can pro dc
ymi with information to get your
community started - The National Sherilts•
Association offers a Neighborhood Watch Sample Kit, sshich
includes brochures on crime pre
vention as well a: decal,. Cost
S3, to cover printing and postage
Write to: 1450 Duke St , Ale \andria, VA. 22314-1400.
-- The National Crime Proveiri
lion Council offers a tree ;Jim,'
prevention information pa,ket.
which includes booklet, \kith
crime-prevention tips and siur,cs
for additional information. Wr:ft
W
_to: Dept. F-1, 1700 K St .
2nd Floor, Washington, D
20006-3817.

University Plaza • Chestnut St., Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9-8 / Sat. 9-6 / Sun. 1-5

1/4 carat
REF $299. $1
4
9
*
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Popular
Nairiefeit-s:
Diamond Tennis
1 carat*
Bracelet "Clear Not Cloudy' REF
$599.
tas o%ok
2 carat* REF $1999.$999.
3 carat*REF $3999.$1,999. 'AVM

fAlr.
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From our family
to yours,
the merriest of
Christmas holidays!

FREED HARGEMAN .

14 carat* $1199
.
REF $449. gag

Brenda's Beauty Salon

••

11

ft
Big "Clear Not Cloudy"
Diamonds
on Wide Gold Band
1/2 carat* REF $799. $399.
1 carat* REF $999. $699.

"Clear Not Cloudy"
2 Row Anniversary or
Wedding Band

1
3
.

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center • 753-4582

Beth Haley, left, daughter of Bob and Loretta Haley of Rt. 1. Farmington, was crowned 1993 Homecoming Queen on Nov. 13 at FreedHardeman University, Henderson, Tenn. A senior social work major, she
is involved in the University Student Ambassadors, Alpha Chi Honoray
Cociety, Chi Beta Chi Social Club, as vice president of the senior class.
and was one of 39 students named to Who's Who Among Students in
American LIMversities and Colleges. She is a.1990 graduate of Calloway
Couaty High School. Pictured at right is Chris Dempsey of Ellendale
Tenn., who was crowned as Mr. FHU.
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Cablevision
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JEWELERS

Bel-Air (enter

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray
Now Open Every Night & Sunday Until Chriairria•
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Big "Clear Not Cloudy"
"Clear Not Cloudy"
Brilliant Solitaires
Man's Kentucky Cluster It
112 carat* REF $599.$399.
1/4 carat REF $449. $299.
1 carat REF $2999.$19996
I carat* REF $899. $599.
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More Social Security cuts
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"‘ke think we have done
what should have been done — bv
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qi up to Xs perkent ot their hene
.
his. Bentsen said on
Meet the FIre.. Bentsen said however. that it
is "certainly worth looking at'•
the issuhu hm 01 eV cntually rais
mg the age at which people
would become eligible for Social
Security benefits, pow bl y to age
68 bs the year 2006
But Bentsen said Social Sc
urity already has been "tilted" to
the benefit of low-income Amen
cans by the enactment earlier this
year of a provision that makes up
to 85 percent of such benefits
taxable above certain incomes.
Linking Social Security benefits to income and curbing automatic increases because of inflation have been cited as possible
ways to help reduce the federal
deficit.
'I believe in the principle that
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Man dies after
being slashed by
antelope at ranch
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — A
man bled to death in front of his
9-year-old son after he was
slashed by the horns of an
800-pound antelope they had
been petting and feeding at an
exotic game ranch.
The femoral artery in 9ary
Bellew's left leg was torn by the
African nilgai at the Moffitt
Ranch, authorities said.
His son, Ryan, called 911 and
tried to stop the bleeding with a
tourniquet. But he was unable to
keep his father alive for the hour
it took emergency crews to reach
the remote ranch 150 miles north
of San Antonio, said Burnet
County sheriff's Sgt. Allen
Corporon.
Corporon said Bellew, of Pearland, took his son back to their
truck after the antelope made an
aggressive move. But Bellew,
who was at the rani:last° hunt,
continued to feed and pet the nilgal, he said.
Authorities later killed the
an
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SALE 49.99-99.99
SELECTED 14K GOLD EARP,V;(.;F:

YOUR CHOICE '$189 ONLY 14.99
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HOLIDAY PLUSH BARNEv'
A JCPENNE EXC. L
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Voucher program
is started in N.Y.
NEW YORK (AP) — Panhandlers- get vouchers instead of
change in a program to encourage /pe)ple to give without worrying
they are paying for alcohol or
drugs'
Shoppers buy the yellow
vouchers in stores for 25 cents
apiece. The tickets can only be
redeemed for food and personal
items, and no change is given.
Seventeen stores on Manhattan's l'ptx.-r Wiest Side agreed to
participate, organuer Laura
Friedman said The program
began Saturday
The city's incoming public
adviicate. Mark Green, has said
he wants the voucher system to
expand Cth WI&
The program
nuideled on
one begun in 1091 in Berkeley,
Calif , Friedman said. San Fran
Seattle, Chicago and New
Ifa.en, Conn
have similar
/
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Williams work. with
r I he has written musk for
than -0 films and v.on lour
ars
M.luding
one tor the
T;dtia,k to Ste%en Spielberg's
The
Ektralerrestrial
other Spielberg scores
laws:. "Sur Wars.ol the I ost Ark.- this
"Julassi( Park'' and
winter•s criticallv acclaimed
s..tundler's List '•
it the works lor 1QQ4, said
W :Hams. is musk lor a Spiel erg ;idaptation 01 the best selling
he Bridges 01 Madison
,,n1\
When he announced two years
ago that the 10o3 Christmas con,;:rts v.0uld he his last. Williams
said he was leaving to spent] time
h his farnil in Los .Angeles.
Rc.entl. he agreed to act as
ads iser to the Pops and become
trust in residence at the TanJeskood Music Center in Lenox.
summer home ot the Boston
S\ruphon
Orchestra.
It) its l()S years, the Pops has
erokkn trom a local attraction to a
national institution, thanks in part
to Wfbliams. who took over in

$14,9-86*
1994 Plymouth
Voyager
4
-1
St 44018 1

Auto, A/C, 7 Passenger Seating, Cloth
Interior, AM/FM Stereo Rear Defrost

$14,888*
•

'He set the Pops in a new
wre Ion because he brought an

1, 1994 Dodge
Mark III B250
'
l Conversion Van '
,
I i
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Hi ir

Enjoy a
Christmas
filled with
• happiness.
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1994 Plymouth
Sundance

,. .-.:ents Adam Meloan (left) and Rob Carpenter captured
• a-1s at the State Drama Festival, held recently at
ty Murray also captured first place for its play.
- sponsored by the Kentucky High School Speech
sod at WKU

Donatioxs pour in after theft of gifts
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We thank you for your
'patronage and look forward
to doing business with you
in 1994.
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2 Door, 2.2 Liter, 5 Speed, A/C AM/FM
Stereo, Tinted Glass, Rear Defrost, Floor Mat;
Deluxe Cloth Interior.
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Christmas Day - Open 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Acclaim
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a'fay All Your
Days Be Filled
With Merriment!

A

6 Passenger, 4 Door Sedan, Auto A ,(
Power Steering. Power Brake; A',
stereo Cloth Interior

$11,997*

Merry Christmas
To All...
Please low us for the

Christmas Eve
Candlelight
Communion Services

There's no better time than the holidays
to renumerate our many blessings.
Your kind support really counts with us.
Merry Christmas and many thanks.

-wriatever it takes we warn tc be yOu?
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Awarded lot Exemplary • Saks Performance
• Customer Serwce • Fatima, •
Adrnimatraiion • Community Rt490011.•

Dec. 24 at 8 & 11 p.m.

.Ega

5.

Decorating Center

2400 East Wood St. • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
1993 Recipient of Chrysler
Corporations Highest Honor
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school students were named to the All Star Cast at the
held recently at Western Kentucky University. The cast
Lawson, Bardstown High School; Jan Hooker and
Tates Creek High School; Tracy Kirtley, Bardstown
sS.k.:i Jones, Adam Meioan and Rob Carpenter, Murray
7.3 Festival is sponsored by the Kentucky High School
`t..Ch is housed at WKU.
n
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Stock #94114

St.#94166

WKU Photos by Bob Skipper
IL:1h Salmi took first place at the State Drama
f es;.,.. ! at Western Kentucky University. The cast Includes
.rcnt
"
L• Saran Conklin, Jasmine Van Volkinburg, Valerie
Chap7a.
ries and Beth Rose,(back row, from left) Director Mark
Ettlerton
Me!rian, Rob Carpenter, Chas Villanova, Tobias Merriman
and Di.,C10
Gra.es The Drama Festival is sponsored by the Kentucky
H.gh School Speech League. which Is housed at- WKU.
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14 .is
a most (taunting thing
almost unthinkable halleng,
WIIIiarns remembered. sitting it
nirhoir,
his ottiL•c Ji Boston
Hall during a re ciii IMO, icy.
nder Fiedler. the orcheso,
had begun appearing on telci
stow plaing on the banks oi
Charles River. and pertorminc
what has become its standard lot
mat Llassical. soloist. and ..on
temporan, pop
Lind he took o‘er the Pop,
\Nilliams had ne‘er been J1111
uted with an orchestra lie had
guest-conducted in London and
Los Angeles and Idled in v,hen
Fielder V.3S ill, hut he spent nio,t
()I his time writing music tor tele
ision and mo‘ies.
The fob was a chance to ‘1.,
something different.
"There are parts ot us that
reserved and sh). The good thim:
about public performance is that
you do have to reveal yOurse.11.•
said Williams. "Along the,e
lines, I thought, 'Maybe I'll be a
better composer if I do this.
Whoeser picks up his baton.
and no candidate has set been
named to replace him. Willunt,
had no •,11ouht that the Poi,.
future is bright.
"The public will he here. Th.:"
didn't stop coming be'. au''.
Arthur died, and they won't .1..1coining because I'm not here
The Pop) will go on, and \A k
don't hase to worr.y about that.

• New Location •
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 South • Murray
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White House says China
ambassadorship possible for Aspin
WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense Sekretar •
in line to become ambassador to China when
next month, White House officials sas•
r ,•tars
"There is truth to the fact that the president ii I
he h,.
ii Iny I
discussed the contribution he had made
and I think that loor is
experience in the foreign policy area
a rest. White
open, particularly after Secretary Aspin takes
'rulers icµ
Lies
In
a
said
McLarty
Mack
Staff
House Chief of
Asked specifically on ABC's "This Week W ilti Da ;,! Is;ink H,"
A door to
whether "the door to China is open," Mel.arty replied
a number of opportunities in this administration. perhaps including
that one."
personAspin resigned his Pentagon post last Vv'edriesda . it
oltLials
al reasons without elaboration. Howes er.
have said Clinton forced Aspin to quit he,ause• •I lil 1.1:a Arc )'..cr
his leadership style and public comments at odds s Ifh V. I: flu•
views, among other reasons.
Clinton has chosen former intelligence ottiLial
r.,..,,,gnat ion
Inman, a retired Navy admiral, to replace Aspin .sh,
20.
Jan.
is effective
hnld
The president, in discussing the departur,.•
!lase
Aspin: "I hope that after you have taken the hr,:ak
requested, you will consider other important a :. signment; that you
would find challenging and personally rewarding
Before joining the administration this year, A '.pir ha I ..ased in
hairman ,it the
the House for nearly two decades, sersing
Armed Services Committee since 190
ABC first reported the possibility of Aspin h inning ainha,,ador
, :peak mg on cop.:hoot)
ft
to China, and a senior White House 0.:1Cla.I
of anonymity, told The Associated Pre:: on Saturlis "A Tin
could have his choice between a number ot adman tration
tions. I won't rule out that ambassador to China 1, tire: iii
The current ambassador to 'China is Stapleton kos. a career foreign service officer sent to Beijing more than two s,,•ars ago hs President Bush.
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Louisville dentist to be sentenced
i he
Ii ,'arncr
trial in t11,11 torn., r paticnt Jac quelinc 1-11i. ,,aed Shaps•ro She
clauned she had
nridergo two
root sanal.. ;dna n..• had negligentls pulled a tcoth against her
wishes.
Shapero said
Insisted in
the tooth estra, lion that he had
tufts intorni,•.! her
..he risks
and that
1.110,...1 to appear
tor appoinment,
The pertun. shar.z,' ..mtcred on
stat,..tnent‘.
I he tamperthe nialpra,t.,:e it:
t.
ing charg,.,
t:; It: Hits.
,c,,1
oro2inal rc,

A
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Louisville dentist convicted of
perjury and two counts of tampering with evidence for altering
records of a patient who had sued
him for malpractice is scheduled
to be sentenced Feb. 24.
A Jefferson Circuit Court jun,
took three hours to convict 1.arry
Shapero, 47. After brief negotiations with prosecutors, Shapero
agreed to a one-year prison sentence. If he is granted probation.
Shapero must give up his dental
lidense for five years.
Shapero's lawyer, Frank Haddad, said he will appeal.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

Parliament begins debate on non-racial constitution
I API- lOWN, South At,
A last dit,h Ate!: ;
Iii F: L OflsCrs at is e bla,
A hitc, into the demos rat', pr
began Friday as Parliament
opened debate on a constitution
to end apartheid and white minor
Is rule.
President f• W de Klerk and
African National Congress loader
Nelson Nlandela, joint winners ot
the Nobel Peace Prue, are trying
to get the Freedom Alliance to
a,Lept the constitution, whic h
gis es equal rights to blacks and
De Klerk spoke h.s, phone with
Mandela, then met with the ANC
g. eneral secretary. Cyril RafTia
phosa, a government spokesman
said.
Government and ANC ofIR cal.
are hoping to arrange a summit
with Freedom Alliance members
below Wednesday, when the parliament votes on the constitution
The document is virtualls
guaranteed approval because de
Klerk's National Party hak
majority in parliament. The vote
will he the last major action hs
South Africa's white parliament
,•hamber.
The 200-page constitution I •
the product of two years of talk,
the government, the ANC and
about 20 other political pa rue
Xils approved in November
the negotiators.
But the Freedom .Alhan,e
pro-apartheid whites and ,,.oris,a.atise blacks hoycotts.•d the Lail,.
It maintains the constitution .1 's
not allow sufficient .:•11 determination for mmoriiw:
Alliance memh,:rs hase
threatened civil war it their
demands are not met. Thes, tear
domination by the ANC. sshich
,•spected to win the county..,
first multiracial general electin11,
on April 27.
During the parliament ,khate
Friday, Ferdi Hartienherg,:ea.ler
- the opposition--„Conserv'ative
Party .which is part, ot
Allia'nce, accused de KI;rk
selling out whites.
Hartienherg said de KIerk
would hear the consequen,c's
passing into law a ,:onstaution
CaT
called a VIL tor for the
.!fl
Ist Party. u.h. h
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New lottery game launched to boost sales
tu,

• .1 1 I

Corp
new daily
h lot; r. otti,ia Is
..iles
wprose
. ,:heduled to begin in
.ind is intended to build on
.; game, which President
ileason said has a loval
is --r
,aid Pick 4, which is
It -r
in Illinois, Ohio and
Ii Ina ha, a potential to pro-

In
.„.1
2
sales are -urn
t 1Aer percenta:
it- 'r
lc...
Ir,
lour number ',yawn night1,7
,,f matching them in 4,1.2r
are one in 10,0fTh
Placers will he able to . ir
N..t. in ch-,ent in, rements. t.r
to A- .1 I : I
A Si
it
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from our family to vour.

happy holidays.
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West dealer.
North - South vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 9 5
(18 7
•A 73
32
•
WEST
EAST
•K .1 8
Eth 10
V A 10 6 5 4 2
V K .1 9
• K 10 5
• Q.1 9 ti:.!
•Q
•10 9 7
SOUTH
•A 7643
V
• 4
•AK .1 64
The bidding:
West
North East
South
1•
1'ass
2V
2•
3•
3+
l'ass
4•
Opening lead — ace of hearts.
This deal occurred in the first
Bermuda Bowl world champi4 aish,
way back in 1950, in the match h.•
tween Great Britain and t h. I mt.•
States Oddly enough. the biddir...:
was identical at the two tables. 11.1 h
teams arriving at four spades
At the first table,with the I "nited
States holding the North-Seuth

Aant tuu
he ,
behind
AC are sou,
.,a), mg that A'
mined to
rong
'• Uhl. is an
ii I of UN f!
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May your
Christmas
be filled with
peace atul lore.
Ann Wilson, Circuit District
Court Clerk
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FARM
Safety equipment makes
safe gift for Christmas
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Why not give dad something
different for Christmas this year
instead of another new pair of socks.
Safety equipment may not be an
exciting present, yet it may save his
life while working out on the farm,
said Larry Piercy, Extension safety
specialist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Personal protection equipment
such as gloves, pesticide or water
resistant coveralls, goggles, respirators and hearing protection, would
make excellent gifts," Piercy said.
"Hearing protection is needed if
someone works around tractors,
chain saws, or any type of loud
equipment," he said.
Two types of products that protect ears are a small, disposable ear
plug worn directly in the ear or a
larger, ear muff style product.
Hearing protection should carry a
Noise Reduction Rating (NNR),
Piercy said. Higher numbered ratings offer more protection.
The larger,ear muff style product

does not necessarily offer more
protection as most commonly believed, he said.
Goggles and face shields are a
must while using chemicals. They
need to be splash resistant and
specially designated for chemical
use.
A respirator is highly recommended while using certain pesticides or working in a dusty environment, like in a grain bin.
They must be approved by
NIOSH, the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health,for
a specific job.
"Pesticide respirators are designed exclusively for pesticide
use," he said.
Companies put together kits that
contain a variety of protection
equipment.
"Most farmers shouldn't need
everything contained within a kit
unless a large amount of pesticides
are to be used," Piercy said.

FmHA received $18 million
to give guarantees to lenders

May all your Christmas
wishes come true

Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA) in Kentucky received $18
million to be used to provide guarantees to lenders for the Guaranteed
Housing Loan Program for FY '94.
This program makes it possible for
families whose income does not
exceed 115% of the median income
for the area to purchase a home with
100% financing provided by a commercial lender with a guarantee
from FmHA. Throughout rural
America, moderate-income families with good credit are often
turned down by local banks for lack
of a down payment. With a Farmers
Home guarantee against loss, many
lending institutions are willing to
make those loans.
Thomas G. Fern, FmHA State
Director, stated during last fiscal

year, 156 families utilized $8.9.
million in funds to purchase new or
existing homes in the Guaranteed
Program."With an increase in funding to $18 million, many more
families in Kentucky will be able to
realize the American dream of home
ownership," Fern added.
Loans are 30-year fixed rate
mortgages. The maximum loan
amount is generally $67,500, but it
is higher in high-cost areas designated by HUD.In some cases, all of
the closing costs may be included in
the loan amount.
Interested persons in Calloway,
Marshall, or Trigg counties should
contact the FmHA Office located at
104 North 5th Street, Murray, KY
42071, telephone 502-753-0162.

D.A.R.E. To
Keep Kids
Off Drugs
MURRAY
POLICE DEPARTMENT

Christmas

Merry Christmas
To All Our
Family And Friends.

SALE!
Litex Fans

10% OFF
Parts & Labor
—In Shop Only—
Through Feb. 1994

Consumer Digest
'Best Buy'

JD Equipment
Center

25 Year Warrantu

Hwy. 641 South
Murray • 759-1617

52" Litex

Fans
$6995

Murray State University agriculture students recently got a first-hand
view of the latest Innovation in the design, production and marketing of
two of agriculture's leading tractor manufacturers. Students who toured
the facilities were: (front row from left) Andy Glover, Mt. Erie, ill.; Eddie
Graves, Trenton, Tenn.; Kevin Masterson, Grandview, Ind.; (second row
from left) Peeler Padaja, Tartu, Estonia; Eric Boyer, Dexter, Mo.; Tony
Folz, Herndon; Todd Throgmorton, Bandana; (third row from left) Joel
Nesier, Mayfield; Andrew Huber, Perryville, Mo.; Cary Luttrell, Hopkins.
yule; Thad Jones, Dexter, Mo.; and Jeff Ezell, Gracey.

Referendum set to discuss
future of soybean program
To determine whether soybean
producers favor the continuation of
a nationally-legislated Soybean
Promotion,Research and Consumer
Information Program, USDPis
Agricultural Marketing Service
(AMS) will conduct a referendum,
in cooperation with the Extension
Service and the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
The referendum will be held on
Feb. 9, 1994 in all states. The
registration and voting will take
place at the local Cooperative Extension service county office, located in the George Weaks Community Center. ASCS county offices will determine eligibility of
challenged voters, count ballots,

and report referendum results.
All producers who certify that
they produced soybeans between
Sept. 1,1991 and Dec. 1,1993, will
be eligible to vote in the referendum. USDA officials say a simple
majority vote will determine if the
soybean promotion program will
stay in effect
In the referendum,producers will
decide if they want to continue to
pay the current assessment of0.5 of
one percent of the net market price
of the soybeans they sell. The
assessments are used to fund the
program, according to AMS officials.
Producers who have questions
should call (202) 720-1115.
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Association releases tobacco
totals for the first two weeks
According to figures released
by the Western Dark-Fired
Tobacco Growers Association for
the week ending Dec. 10, a weekly total of 235,050 pounds in
dealer sales was sold at the Murray location, for a total amount of
$420,900.31, an average of
S179.07.
The Mayfield location brought
in 405,426 pounds for a total of
S715,877.02, an average of
$176.57.
Combining the two locations
together yielded 640,476 pounds
of tobacco for a total of
$1,136,777.33, an average of
S177.49.
In association advances, the
weekly total from the Murray
location was 16,022 pounds for a
total of $25,777.48. The average
price was $160.89 and 6.38 percent went to the pool.
At the Mayfield location, 3,966
pounds were sold for a total of
S4,661.04. The average price was
S117.52 with .97 percent going to
the pool.
In combined total sales,
660,464 pounds were sold for the
week for a total amount of
S1,167,215.85. The average was
S176.73.
According to figures released

for the week ending Dec. 17, a
weekly total in dealer -sales from
the Murray location was 139,304
pounds for $239,623.40 or an
average of $172.01.
For the Mayfield location, the
weekly total was 375,174 pounds
for a total of $639,737.54, an
average of $170.92.
The season total for both locations was 1,154,954 pounds for a
total of $2,016,138.27, an average of $174.56.
In association advances, the
weekly total for the Murray location was 10,720 pounds for a total of $14,360.42. The average
price was $133.96 with 7.15 percent going to the pool.
The Mayfield location drew
24,156 pounds for a total of
$33,782.42. The average price
was 139.85 and 6.05 percent
went to the pool.
The season total for both locations was 54,864 pounds for a
total of $78,581.36. The average
price was $143.23 and 4.53 percent went to the pool.
Total season sales for both
locations was 1,209,818 pounds,
for a total amount of
$2,094,719.63. The average price
was $173.14.
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Keep your tree accident free

• Don't overload the circuits
• Never allow the lights to touch
flammable materials

Few things are more festive than -the
twinkle of holiday lights These simple
steps can keep your holiday lights safer

A Vd Li hi
n p 1 iShed brass, antique
bray., white on white, brass on
I lugger or drop style.
white

• Keep light strands and extension cord
out of traffic paths

• Inspect the wires, plugs. and sockets
of all your electric lights, before you
string them

• Do not use electric lights on aluminum
trees

-- Sale ends Christmas Eve —

HoitSA,f

LECTRI,

MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc

208 E. Main St

st,PPir co

753-3361

1-V4

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
The People Who Bring You Electricity

753-5012
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Questions raised on abuse
OAKDALE, Minn (AP) Desperate to emerge from a dark
depression, Elizabeth Carlson
sought therapy. What she got
instead was a terrifying belief
that she had repressed memories
of satanic ritual abuse as a child.
With hypnosis and mind altering drugs, she became convinced she had created multiple
personalities — including animals and a nun — to deal with
sexual assaults by her parents,
neighbors and godmother.
But most devastating, says the
19-year-old Carlson, is that she
now realizes the abuse never
happened.
She is part of a growing movement that questions whether all
memories of abuse, especially
those retrieved years after the
fact, are true.
"The books all say, 'Don't
doubt,— said Carlson, who is
suing her therapist. "I'm saying,
'If you do have thoughts that
flash into your head, challenge
them.'"
Such skepticism comes as a
challenge to the idea that children
sometimes repress memories of
physical, emotional or sexual
abuse, but can regain those
memories as adults through
psychotherapy.
Many such cases have given
rise to lawsuits and even criminal
charges; Chicago's Roman
Catholic Cardinal Joseph Bernardin, for example, is the defendant
in a civil lawsuit over alleged
sexual abuse filed by a man who
says he recovered memories of
abuse while in therapy..
The skeptical viewpoint is
gaining some ground. The American Medical Association this year
adopted a resolution saying that
memory enhancement techniques
in the area of childhood sexual
abuse are "fraught with problems
of potential misapplication."
But some people with recovered memories of abuse have
been able to verify their suspicions. And some experts who
believe memories can be repressed say the skeptics are part of
a backlash that doesn't want to
admit the prevalence of abuse.
"I sure hope we don't let a
bunch of accused perpetrators
decide what public policy is
going to be on memory repression," said Renee Frederickson, a
St. Paul therapist and author of
"Repressed Memories." She
contends millions of people have
buried memories of trauma or
even entire childhoods.
The standard-bearer for the
"false memory" movement is
the Philadelphia-based False
Memory Syndrome Foundation,
made up of families who say they
have been wrongly accused of
abuse. Formed only last year, the
group already claims 7,000 families as members.
The group was formed after
parents seeking solace found patterns. Most accusers were women
between 25 and 45 who had
entered therapy for issues such as
relationship problems, according
to director Pamela Freyd. Confrontations with families were
similar, and many daughters cited
the "bible" of the incestrecovery movement, "The Courage to Heal" by Ellen Bass and
Laura Davis.
"If you are unable to remember any specific instances ... but
still have a feeling that something
abusive happened to you, it probably did," the book says in a
much-quoted passage.
Parents who protest their innocence say allegations of sexual
abuse have put thousands of cou-

ples across the country in a
Catch-22- If they deny it, they're
"in denial." Either way, they
effectively lose their children.
"The only defense we've got
is to say, 'We didn't do this,"'
said Terry Stone, mayor of the
southern Minnesota town of
Madelia, pop. 2,237.
One of his nine children
accuses Stone and his wife, Colette, of sexually abusing her from
infancy through age 18; the
daughter said she retrieved the
memories after entering therapy.
The therapist also concluded the
other eight children were abused
without talking to any of them,
the Stones say.
The siblings deny any abuse,
and the daughter who made the
accusation has cut contact with
the family. Though the Stones
hope for reconciliation with their
daughter, they are angry about
the therapy.
But some contend that abuse is
far more common than malpractice by therapists.
"There may be some excesses
by therapists going on ... (but) a
lot of people have been sexually
abused," said Sherry Quirk, president of the American Coalition
for Abuse Awareness in
Washington, D.C.
The highly publicized case of
James Porter, the former Roman
Catholic priest who pleaded guilty to molesting dozens of children, provides a counterpoint to
the "false memory" movement,
some of Porter's victims say.
Frank Fitzpatrick, a private
investigator in Cranston, R.I., had
no memories of being molested
until 1989. Then, with no therapy, images began seeping back.
Unlike many accusers, he was
able to confirm the memories by
tracking Porter's trail. (Porter
even confirmed Fitzpatrick's
recollection of a rum-laced mincemeat pie.)
"It's much more prevalent that
sexual assault is covered up and
hidden and never exposed," said
Fitzpatrick, who says most of
Porter's victims did not repress
their memories.
Richard Gardner, a professor
of child psychiatry at Columbia
University and author of "Sex
Abuse Hysteria: Salem Witch
Trials Revisited," estimates that
95 percent of sex-abuse accusations are valid. But he says the
"tragic plight" of those falsely
accused must be addressed:
Claims must be more carefully
scrutinized, especially in fierce
child custody disputes, day care
centers and memories recovered
in therapy.
Skeptics say false memories
also have another victim — the
accuser.
"The therapists who are doing
this are a new kind of sexual predator," said Richard Ofshe, a
social psychologist at the University of California at Berkeley.
"Without ever touching their victim, they move them as close as
you can possibly get to experience rape and brutalization ...
And they get paid by the hour for
doing it."
Why would someone believe in
events that never happened? Carlson says she was suicidal and
vulnerable and trusted her therapist. She said Dr. Diane Bay
Humenansky required her to
watch films and read books about
abuse, and subsequent nightmares
were interpreted as factual
memories.
"My imagination and my
dreams were reality, and if I
doubted it, I was in denial,"

Carlson said
Ilumenansky, who laces at
least three similar lawsuits in St.
Paul, denies the allegations
Carlson also says becoming a
victim had benefits.
"It's support you've never
received in your entire life," she
said "Everyone's hugging and
warm and you're in these groups.
. You create a new family. It
really gives you a sense of
belonging."
Wendy Kaminer, author of
"1,'n1 Dysfunctional. Yotele Dysfunctional" and a critic of various forms of the "recovery"
movement, agrees.
"There is no regard for truth in
all of this," Kaminer said.
"Instead of a regard for truth, we
have a regard for feelings."
Experts do not agree on the
truth of repressed memories or if
they even exist, but they do agree
that human memory is not like a
video cassette player, faithfully
replaying the same scenes. Some
researchers have successf.illy
planted false memories.
More lawsuits over delayed
memories are becoming possible
as states extend statutes of limitations. In one Minnesota case, a
90-year-old man faces a lawsuit
over allegations half a century
old, after his 55-year-old daughter recovered alleged abuse
memories in therapy.
"If this keeps up, nobody's
going to believe anybody anymore," said Hollida Wakefield, a
psychologist at the Institute for
Psychological Therapies in
Northfield who is skeptical of
memory repression.
For two years, Elizabeth Carlson believed that she had been
abused; she only came to realize
that it wasn't true when she cut
back on her medication. One
small consolation is that she never formally confronted her
parents and accused them of
crimes they didn't commit.
"My family would have been
horribly devastated," she said. "I
don't know how I could ever
repair the damage I had caused
had I done that."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
teen-age girl who found S3,221 in
cash stashed in her newly-bought
holiday gifts considered keeping
the money.
And in the true Christmas spirit, her mother intervened.
Patty Reed and her daughter,
Roxan, 18. had just come home
from shopping at the Jefferson
Mall on Wednesday night when
the girl found the money in a
plastic bag.
"I had ... taken the money out,
and I was about to put it in my
pocket," Roxann Reed said.
But her mother was concerned
that an employee at the clothing
store might get fired for coming
up $3,200 short. And she thought
if she kept the money something
bad would happen to her.
"God would get back at me,"
she said. "I couldn't live with
myself. I would have a car accident or get cancer or something."
Reed called the store and told
an employee they had accidentally picked up the money. A
woman from the store came to
their home that night to pick it
up.
"She took the money and said,
'Thank you and Merry Christmas,— Patty Reed said. She said
no reward was offered.
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And ours is with our many kind neighbors
who have made us feel so welcome. We're
proud to be a part of this fine community.
Happy Holidays and thanks!
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RESOLUTION OF
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
HONORING MR. GEORGE WEARS
The Murray-Calloway County hospital Board of Commissioners passed the following
Resolution at its December Board meeting honoring Mr. George Weaks, Calloway County
Judge/Executive:
RESOLVED,that Mr. George Weaks is commended for his time, energy and expertise for the
improvement of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital as follows:
Mr. George Weaks was vice-chairman in 1983 and chairman of the Board of Commissioners
from 1984 until 1987, having initially served January 1, 1982. During this period, the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Day Care Center was opened,and the first CAT scanner was installed
after a Certificate of Need approved a 3,000 square foot addition to our facility, which was
operational in December, 1983. It was during this period that the Home Health Certificate of
Need was approved, and the home health program began April 30, 1984. Mr. Weaks was
improvements and a $160,000.00 energy grant in
instrumental in a grant for the hospital campus'
1984. Chairman Weaks initiated a contract for utilization review for the hospital's Skilled
Nursing Unit and which program continues. It Ns as during this period that the emergency room of
our facility w as renovated, and the facility was approved for eight private rooms. The Health
Express Mobile Van became operational in 1984 and provides free diagnostic treatment for those
who can or cannot afford certain diagnostic testings.
Our facility in 1985 began providing 24-hour per day emergency room coverage,and there was
made available for the ,convenience of the public, the Medical Arts Pharmacy. Additionally, a
Cardiac Rehab Department was begun, and the intensive care and critical care units were
modernized. Additionally, at this time, there was a two-story expansion to the facility, and
outpatient surgery was commem:ed, at the same time a new entrance and lobby, business office
and Administrator's office were relocated and renovated.
During the tenure of M r. George Weaks, which continues until December 31, 1993,the Medical
Office Building II has been constructed, and the :Murray -Calloway County Hospital now has a
Radiation Therapy Center. Mr. George Weaks has also been instrumental and positive toward
the Murray Calloway County Hospital's Mental Health Unit, hospice, the remodeling of' the
labor and deli cry T l,Orn , the employee canopy, the construction of the new Outpatient Services
the renovated Cardiac Rehab Department.and the relocation of
Center just rtA.,,ntl; taw:
.urp-.&'
ter
f ec,•nimy for the West View Nursing Home as well as the
the Hospit al I anuldr
Hospital proper.
The Board reue:,1
NIr Wea., for hi, 0(,t,poken, easily understood positions and his
willingness. always, to rteonsider so as to hest serve the interests of the Hospital market area,
Callow-1v Ct only I I is ,0,1ities to quickly recognize problems facing those most
important persons sv ho are those •-•l rved by the Nlurra,-Calloway County Public Hospital
Corporation, it,
lenV w ill be deaHy missed Gerge Weaks is a true patient advocate.
lova! and cent ihning support of him and his wife, Mrs. Jo
To Mr Geerge II Weaks and for
CH done.
Weaks,
'-as ti,
\
.1

ICI)

v‘ vi,‘r1,

Mt RRAY (7ALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC
HOSPITAL, BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
MELVIN HENLEY, CHAIRMAN

LUMBER COMPANY
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and peace abound

Teen returns cash
found in packages

We Now Carry
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,fay warmth, kindness

753-3161
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SPORTS
!me runs out on Racers
Racers' gutty comeback •••-0'
foiled by Billikens, clock iit‘IV:IF,*
fl STEVE PARKER
';,:••• Fc.1- -

Dolphins' turnovers
give Buffalo breaks
in high-scoring affair
By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) --- The Buffalo
Bills used takeaways to overtake
the Miami Dolphins.
By forcing five turnovers, Buffalo caught the Dolphins on the
scoreboard and moved ahead of
them in the AFC East standings
with a 47-34 victory Sunday.
Super Bowl losers three years
in a row, the Bills appear intent
on giving the NFL title game
another try.
"If it makes everybody mad
that Buffalo is still in the hunt,
well, good," tight end Pete Metzelaars said.
Buffalo assumed sole possession of first place in the AFC
East at 10-4 with two games left
in the regular season. Stunned
Miami, which had the league's
best record just three weeks ago,
fell to 9-5 with its third consecutive loss.
"After the start we had, to
have it go down the drain like it
has the past three weeks is disappointing," coach Don Shula said.
"We have to somehow get it
back together."

ST. LOUIS 92, MURRAY ST. 89
ST LOUIS (740

2 a 0-C 4 likta,114 1,4 2.2 4
as ditlerent.
. his timc
1 -2 17 C9(0191103411C
▪ a 3-4 23 Waranon '
4$
1.04991.
,2 Dobbs 99 34 13 Padwriwn
v.as no bickering No
44 0-0 II Harm 0-0 0-0 0 Canwown I 0-0 2 740
as 33 55 1'24 62
strife
SIURRAT ST (24)
i..1:•ad of pouting in the
'•agiw'3 0-0 2 Gumm 3-9 11-11 13 Brown 7-19
-2 0-C 3 lAllion 0-0 2-2 2 Howl
173'
,VW
locker room atterwards. want• 4( 23 Raney 1 2 0-0 2 Bowl 1-11 )4 19
493co• 0 • 0-0 C Awes 1 -5 0-0 2 Totals 3140 22-29
TIF 10 be left alone, these RaeSc.
Yworomp—Si Lours 40 *may Si 33 3-Poirit
yrs v.:inted nothing but a couple
poals—Si 4.1:440 9-17 ITormo 0-2 C1011110 4-5
0: more seconds on the clock.
Waldman 4-4 1OO440.1 1-5 Dobbs 0-1) Moray SI
• ICAimin 1 -5 Brow 241 Taylor 1-1 Hoard 1-2,
Last year Saint Louis UniverMocra 0 1) Foukid out—Waldman, Brown
1:94bound•—St Laws 29 (Dobbs SI Murray St 30
,It humiliated the Racers by 36
iGuown 7 Assisa—St Law 17 (Waldman 5) Myrray Si 14 iGurnen Brown Hoard 3) To.4410u14—SI
an,: sent them and their season
„Gips 20 Murray St 14 A-2 015
sr:raling downward. Despite
S :turday afternoon's 92-89 loss
Racer Arena, these Racers play. The improbable comeback
ended there as Saint Louis hit 5
may just be on the way up.
a learning expen- of 6 free throws down the
sinc,
"Ir ris
senior Lawrence stretch to ice the game.
cncc. s
"After we got down and kept
Bussell, who as emerged as a
kes player in the Racer scheme. coming back...that's a great
- We're kind of upset that we sign," a proud Scott Edgar said
spotted the lead to them. But of his 2-2 Racers.
Murray won the battle of the
we'r:: not going to fold. We'll
sta, together. Everyone is a lot boards, forced more turnovers
,ioser than last year."
and shot better from the free
These Racers had every
throw line. But Saint 'Louis, a
opportunity to fold up the team that shoots better from 30
chairs late in the game to begin
feet than two feet, hit 59 perpanning their self-pity and
cent of their shots. Their 33 of
pouting party.
56 field goal percentage was
Trailing the Billikens (7-0) matched only by their 9 of 17
by 20, 78-58, with 5:52 to play, accuracy from three-point.
Murray State turned up the
"I was proud of our field goal
pressure defense and finally
percentage defense prior to this
found the range from three- game." said Edgar, noting that
-•
ry •
"illk;t
point land to put themselves in
position to tie the game with • See Page 15
Just under a minute to play.
Sophomore guard Marcus
MARK YOUNG/Ledger photo
Brown, who had 23 points
Lawrence Busse!! (25) goes over
along with teammate Antwan
SLU's H Walman for an easy two.
Hoard, missed a long threepointer with just over :30 to

on a helmet," defensive end William Fuller said. "At the same
time, yZiu have to put it out of
your mind, and concentrate on
what you have to do. And we did
what we had to do."
Houston (10-4), normally tentative at Three Rivers Stadium,
attacked from the start, using a
quick-strike offense and an
aggressive defense.
The Oilers won for only the
seventh time in 25 games at Piusburgh. But the Oilers lost leading
receiver Webster Slaughter for
the rest of the season when he
tore ligaments in his left knee.
The Steclers (8-6) lost their
first division home game in three
years and probably must beat
Seattle and Cleveland to make
the playoffs as a wild card. Pittsburgh was missing running back
Barry Foster — out for the season with an injured ankle — and.
lost Pro Bowl linebacker Greg
Lloyd indefinitely with a pulled
left hamstring.
In other games, San Francisco
routed Detroit 55-17, Buffalo
beat Miami 47-34, Minnesota
defeated Green Bay 21-17, Kansas City topped San Diego 28-24,
II See Page 15

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.

Happy
iofidays
Your business and
friendship has been
greatly appreciated.
Gerrald Boyd, Ronnie Melvin
and Families

WAREHOUSE
TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding

Clinifibium
We wish you ail
the joys of the
Christmas season

Hazel
Plumbing
641 South

492-8134

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020
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Youngstown wins I-AA crown
HUNTINGTON, W.,Va. (AP) — Youngstown State, which
scored only three first-half points in splitting two previous NCAA
Division 1-AA title games against Marshall, erupted for 17 in the
first quarter of a 17-5 victory.
Youngstown State (12-3) rallied for a late victory over Marshall
1
(11-4) in 1991 and fought back late in last season's title game
before losing on a last-second field goal.
The loss snapped a 15-game home winning streak by the Herd,
29-2 since. lames C. Edwards Field opened in 1991.

-

Fox drops
TV bomb
on league

Oilers slick in win over Steelers
day for their ninth straight
victory.
"It was hard to put it out of
our minds, but I think the team
did a great job of staying
focused," Oilers quarterback
Warren Moon said. "We wanted
to win for Jeff, and we're sending
the game ball to his parents."
Alm, a fourth-year reserve
defensive lineman, shot himself
to death Tuesday after being
involved in an auto accident that
killed a childhood friend. He was
to have returned to the lineup this
week from a leg injury.
The Oilers knew Alm as a driven, charged-up player who could
laugh one minute and glare the
next.
Alm's picture flashed on the
scoreboard at Three Rivers Stadium as both teams stood at
attention before the national
anthem. The Oilers wore his No.
76 stickers on their helmets.
"1 thought about it every time
I turned around and saw that 76

Once again. the Dolphins
crumbled against their biggest
rival. The Bills have won 13 of
their past 16 games against
Miami, including seven of eight
at Joe Robbie Stadium.
"It seems like every year,
when it comes down to a game
that we need to put ourselves in
control of our own destiny, we
fail," Dolphins linebacker Bryan
Cox said.
This time Miami squandered a
17-9 lead in the highest-scoring
NFL game this season. The Bills
took advantage of four turnovers
to score 31 points in 71/2 minutes,
turning the showdown into a
blowout.
Buffalo's defense scored on
Mickey Washington's 27-yard
interception return and Nate
Odomes' 25-yard fumble return.
The Bills led 47-20 after striking
for three touchdowns in the first
six minutes of the second half,
with each score resulting from a
turnover.
Jim Kelly was almost flawless for Buffalo, completing 20 of 30
passes for 245 yards and one
touchdown.

FROM

PRO FOOTBALL
The Associated Press
The Houston Oilers paid tri-)ute to the late Jeff Alm the best
.kay they knew how: Playing with
intensity he showed,
Name
.hey became the first team in the
L to Clinch a division
.Irripionship.
few hours later Sunday, San
sco won its 10th NFC West
in 12 years. The 49ers and
/iiers joined Dallas and the New
York Giants as teams assured of
spots.
r;reen Bay and Miami also
have clinched playoff
x..rths with wins, but both lost.
In their first game since Alm
a)ol; his own life, the Oilers
'.Nipped up the AFC Central by
•thinning in Pittsburgh 26-17 Sun-
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STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

First-year head coach Eddie Fields pleads for a call in his Lady Racers'
home opener.

Lady Racer homecoming
shattered by Lady Tigers
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Eddie Fields was happy to
finally be in Racer Arena Saturday night after playing his first
seven games on the road. He was
so happy about being home he
didn't want to leave after the
Lady Racers' home opener
against Campbellsville.
"I'd like to play again right
now to get this taste out of our
mouths," the first-year Murray
State women's basketball coach
said.
Thai taste wasn't left over
froni Saturday evening's Racer
Athletic Association Chili Supper. It was the bitter taste of a
9I-XX defeat to NAIA-member
"Now we've got two weeks off

After Christmas
Sale...Now!

World of Sound
222 South 12th • Murray
753-5865

before we go to Death Valley,"
Fields said of the team's Jan. 8
foray to Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead. "You like to have
some time off, but not this
much."
Murray State entered the game
at a surprising 4-3 and looked to
be on the way to win No. 5 with
6:17 to play in the game. Freshman Angie Cooper hit a 3-pointer
to put the Lady Racers up 85-75.
From then on it was all
Lady Tiger Rhea Beaty drilled
a 3-pointer from the left corner
with :04 left to break an 88-88 tie
and complete Campbellsville's
16-3 run to end the game.
Murray State's .hopes of a tie
were dashed when Allison Gallimore's desperation 40-footer
missed the mark.
"They ran an offense and ran it
well," Fields said of 5-4 Campbellsville. "Down the stretch the
big difference was that we got
them to shoot the shots that we
wanted them to. But they missed
III See Page 15

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Now,
it's between CBS and NBC for
what's left of the NFL.
In a determined grab for legitimacy, the Fox Television Network outbid CBS by about $100
million a year for rights to televise NFC tames and the 1997
Super Bowl.
Then on Saturday, one day
after the Fox bombshell, the NFL
announced that it has renewed its
deals with ABC for "Monday
Night Football" and with ESPN
and TNT for Sunday night
games.
"Next year's our 25th anniversary doing 'Monday Night Football,' so we're very happy to be
renewing what we think is' the
glamor package in all of network
sports," ARC Sports president
Dennis Swanson said.
That left CBS and NBC bidding for the AFC after -the stunning announcement that Fox had
won the rights to its first major
sports programming.
"Our commitment to present
the highest quality television
coverage in sports will continue,
and it will now include an exciting new partner in Fox," NFL
commissioner Paul ,Tagliabue
said in a prepared statement.
Although neither Fox nor the
NFL announced figures, industry
sources said the Rupert Murdochowned network will pay the
league about $395 million per
year for four years, for a total of
$1.58 billion. That's about $130
million a year more than what
CBS paid over the past four years
for the NFC.
The Associated Press also
learned that CBS on Friday made
a bid for AFC games, currently
carried by NBC. NBC now must
match the offer or lose the AFC
package it has carried since 1970.
The NFL said it hoped to
announce the AFC package "in
the near future."
"Nobody's out of it," said
Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry
Jones, an NFL negotiator who
was at Giants Stadium for his
team's game against the New
York Jets Saturday.
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II Oilers slick...

NI Time runs out...

meanwhile. missed a chance to
FROM PAGE 14
clinch
its lick!, playoff spot in a
the Loa Angeles Raiders stopped
non-strike season since 1972.
Tampa Bay 27,211, Washington
McMahon threw for three
beat Atlanta 30-17, New England
touchdowns,
matching his season
edged Cleveland 20-17. Cincintotal entering the day. Scottie
nati downed the Los Angeles
Graham ran for 139 yards for the
Rams 15-3 and Phoenix
beat
Vikings (7-7).
Seattle 10-27 in oveninie
The Packers (8-6) had won six
On Sunday night, Philadelphia
straight
at County Stadium. But
topped Indianapolis 20-10. On
second-year coach Mike HolmMonday night, the New York
gren left the game 0-4 lifetime
Giants (10-3) are at New Orleans.
Vikings coach Dennis
against
In Saturday games, Dallas
Green, another former San Fran(10-4) beat the New York Jets
cisco assistant.
28-7 and Denver defeated ChicaChiefs 28, Chargers 24
go 13-3.
At-Kansas City, Mo.,-Joe Mon49ers 55, Lions 17
tana Lhrew a go-ahead touchdown
At Pontiac, Mich., Steve
pass one play after sustaining a
Francisco
scorto
Young led San
concusssion in the third quarter.
ing drives on all of its first-half
The Chiefs (10-4) overcame a
possessions and left late in the
17-0 deficit and remained with
third quarter with a 45-10 lead.
Buffalo and Houston for the
The 49crs (10-4) extended
home-field advantage in the AFC.
their NFL record of consecutive
Kansas City has won eight
seasons with 10 wins to 10. The
55 points were the most ever straight regular-season games
allowed by Detroit at home. The against San Diego (6-8).
Montana called a 40-second
Lions (8-6) remained tied with
timeout after Junior Seau flatGreen Bay for the NFC Central
tened him. Appearing wobbly, he
lead.
threw
a 4-yard pass to J.J. Birden
Young, the NFC's leading
for
a
21-17 lead, then left the
passer, threw for 354 yards and
four touchdowns. Jerry Rice game.
caught an 80-yard touchdown Raiders 27, Buccaneers 20
At Los Angeles, Jeff Hostetler
pass, John Taylor scored on a
threw
a 27-yard TD pass to Ale68-yard catch and Dexter Carter
xander
Wright and Napoleon
ran 50 yards for a score.
McCallum ran 5 yards for
Vikings 21, Packers 17
another score in the first quarter
At Milwaukee, Jim McMahon as the Raiders kept the
playoff
won his 10th straight start against hopes intact.
Green Bay and revived MinnesoLos Angeles (9-5) finishes at
ta's chances of repeating as NFC Green Bay and at home
against
Central champion. Green Bay, Denver.,.

•Lady Racer...
FROM PAGE 14
the shot, got the rebound and put
it back in."
Murray State was led by Melissa Shelton's 26 points. The senior
forward hit a 3-pointer with 6:38
left in the game to become the
La'dy Racers' all-time leading
three-point shooter.
Jennifer Parker scored 20 on
the evening and Rechelle Cadwell pitched in 14.
Murray State trailed most of
the first half until Shelton's
12-footer gave them a 35-33 lead
with 4:35 before half. Murray
pushed the lead up to as much as
12 early in the second half.
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Murray, turning the ball over
25 times compared to 19 for
Campbellsville, handed the ball
over to the Lady Tigers several
times in the final minutes of the
Campbellsville comeback.
"It seems like we take two or
three steps forward and then lose
three or four steps," a frustrated
Fields said after his home debut.
"Down the stretch we got the ball
and when you really need to take
care of it we didn't.
"Hey, they (Campbellsville)
played well."
Murray State now has 21 days
off until their Ohio Valley Conference opener at Morehead State
on Saturday, Jan. 8.

FROM PAGE 14
every opfx)nent thus La had bcen
held under 50 percent "You Just
can't beat people when sou let
them shoot 59 percent
"To win on the road. you have
to put the ball in the basket," the
coached continued. "When you
shoot well you quiet the crowd
and get the momentum That's
what they did."
Hoard, the team's most
improved shooter, canned a
3-pointer with 14:47 to play in
the game to tic the score at
49-49. It was the closest Murray
was to a- lead att—day.
Saint Louis followed Hoard's
bomb with five unanswered
points. Brown's free throw cut
the Bills' lead to 54-50 but Saint
Louis countered with their top
marksman.
Junior Erwin Claggett, who
burned the Racers for 31 a year
ago, finally stepped forward after
Bussell had limited him to 10

in the first 27 minutes
( Liggett scored nine points in
iir-minute sick h that SaVi
• lint I ows bust out to a 15-point
lead ( laggett's eight-foot Jumper
made it 71 56
Murray State 'A ent more than
ihree minutes without a field goal
and the damage was a 78-58 Billiken lead
Saint Louis used a 2-2-1 press
to stymie the Racers' free 'A heeling offense.
-We didn't attack it," Edgar
said ol the press. "We stood
around and looked at it. We prepared for- tt and t thought we'd do
3 better ioti against it than we
did
-We Just had a dead period in
the middle of the game," Hoard
said. "We were disappointed in
that stretch."
It was Hoard, however, that
got the comeback started with a
three-point play. His layup and
subsequent free throw cut SLU's

'cad to '8 •6 I
Brown ha a long
to make
it 80-64 betore I)onnie Dobbs
canned to free throws tor SLL
From that point on. the Racers
made some of the 2.015 Racer
fans that left early regret their
drive home
Murray's attacking offense got
them to the free throw line 12
llITleS in the final live minutes.
They ha nine of them, hut more
importantly, set up the press.
During the Racers' 25-10 run
to end the game, SLU turned the
ball over four times against the
Racers' liefter skelter pressure.
"We know how good our pressure is," said Hoard, who led the
way in forcing SLU into 15
uncharacteristic turnovers. "We
can put the defense on anybody
in the country. We even forced
Arkansas into 23 turnovers."
Murray's comeback came to a
head when Cedric Gumm drilled
his only three-pointer of the

afternoon with

1,,

I

Saint Louis LJIILU Illi•L'i,i,1 i.
try and regroup hut fsli;rr,i ,
the ball hack Nctiintl., ;Jr •r t r.!
Gumm was
tree throw

fouled

and

Brown rebounded (,„n
miss on the second [r .
the ball knocked out
underneath the ha.kot
87-X4, Brown tired up a
bomb that Just rattled out
Claggett, finishing t-, •tL•,:
Anfernee Hardav.ay and 's , .i.
Van Exel in last year -,, (,r-Jt
Midwest Conference pla•..t_.r It
The year voting, 'hit tvo,
throws to make it X9-84 \lurry,
missed one three-point atter-T , vt
and SLU hit three more 1r,'
throws before Kenneth
long three at the buiier ma,'..;
92-89.
Bussell, who followed up last
Saturday's 6 for 6 shooting :A
an 8 for 8 Outing against
finished with 19 points
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Racer Basketball

Sponsored By:

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th +next to McDonald to
Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there
State Farm,
Stem fern hstsares Companies
ine Offices Ellisominpor bass
insurance.
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PRO FOOTBALL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
10
714 283 218
4 0
Buffalo
643 302 273
Marro
9 5 0
571 256 207
8 6 0
NY Jets
4 10 0
286 179 310
indianapols
214 167 259
3 11
Na* England
0
Central
i0 4 0
714 334 231
x•hlouslon
Pittsburgh
571 286 256
8 6 0
Cleveland
429 253 277
6 8 0
Cincinnati
143 153 282
2 12 0
West
10 4 0
714 284 237
Kansas City
LA Raiders
643 273 268
9 5 0
Cornier
643 333 234
8 5 0
San Diego
429 245 253
6 8 0
Seattle
357 240 274
5 9 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct. PF PA
y-NY Giants
10
3 0
769 245 158
10
4 0
714 322 213
Pru!adelphia
6 8 0
429 219 255
Phoenix
5 9 0
357 282 253
Washington
4 10 0
286 218 293
Central
a 6 0 57' 292 252
Green Bay
571 248 248
8 6 0
Dalton
7
7
lAnnesota
53C 233 271
C
50.0,214 190
7
7 3
Chicago
Tampa Bay
C
286 203 334
4 10
WOO
10 4
7 6
6 8

x-San Francisco
New Orleans
Atlanta

0
0
0

7I4 432 248
538 257 269
429 289 337

Greatly Reduced!
One Group

SWEATERS

25% off
One Group

DRESS SLACKS

25% off

286 187 319

Sunday's Gernes
hasn,gion 30 Atlanta 17
aorac 47, Morn 34
,
i- ouslon 26, Pittsburgh 17
I:,,,annat, 15 La Angeles Rants 3
"Ahheso"a 21 Green Bay 17
New Engiand 20. Cleveland 17
.haenix 30 Seattle 27. OT
nansas City 28 San Diego 24
San I-',ancisco 55 Detroit 17
Las Angines Raiders 27 Tampa Bay 20
71.,:ace,31-ia 20, Indianapois 10
Monday's Game
\so s,ors Gams al New Orleans, 8 pm
Seturday. Dec. 25
.X.SZOe, at San Francisco, 130 pm
Sundee, Dec. 26
Santa at Cincinnati noon
;Java., at Chicago. noon
'10.40860(5 at New England noon
Los Angeos Raiders at Green Bay noon
See Orleans at Philadelphia. noon
See Yani Jets at Buffalo noon
.
•.r.sca..,gt, at Seattle. 3
m
:evetand at Loa Angeles Rams. 3 0 ",
'+.3. YON Giants at Phoenix 3 pm
•
Bay at Denver. 3 Pin
- - von at Dallas 3 pm
7 "4 at Minnesota 7 pm
'xi -.a:

Murray State vs Southeastern
Conference member Ole Miss
Wednesday, December 22
8p.m.,CutchinFieldhouselRacerArena
Game is sponsored by the University Store located in
the Curris Center.

Monday, Dec. 27
San Diego 8 pm
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All Warm-Ups
All Nylon Separates

DRESSES

25% off
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Pre-Christmas Savings

Pre-Christmas Sale
ALL FALL & WINTER MERCHANDISE

0

Saturday's Game,
;;;ah,a, 13 Chico 3
Da as 28 News Vora Jets 7

Corn-Austin® Ladies'

All Printed Fleece
All Umbro' Shorts

20-40% OFF
OVER 100 SELECTED STYLES OF SHOES

Christmas & Holiday

SWEATERS

25% off
Assorted Groups

25% off
25% off

B Diffusion
Cambridge Dry

Goods

Theo Miles

Eagle River Traders

Eagle Eye Sport

25% off
25% off

Pepe
Edwin'

FREE GIFT WRAPPING!

Gift Idea... Corn-Austin'' Gift Certificate
- Open Every Night Til Christmas -

CORN-AUSTIN®
Downtown, Murray
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GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

OPEN Monday Satuday 9 a m. 6 p m
'Now Open On Sundays 1 5 P M Unitll Christmas'
12C3 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky

753 8844
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Stock Market Report
•.4

-

7111.0o Jona Ind A.
.6.43 Prices as of 9 a.m.
Pretious Close
1751.57 ▪ %tart
Air Products
44-'. K 1 Energy
29 unc
AT&T
;4'4.1
/
2 _Kroger
2014./
1
2
Bell South
573 ee l
L G L E.
39/
/
2
1
2-1
Brig L Stratton
821
/
2-' 4 Mattel
2113/s-1/4
Bristol ki,ers
McDonalds
57/
1
2•14
Chosier......................
Merdt
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Hilliard Lyon,
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
n. •
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\
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GLAD TIDINGS

We wish you Merry Christmas only once a year, but
the opportunity to know and serve you is something
we give thanks for every day. From the Staff at...

STHeari
ON
E-LANG
ng Aid Center
206 South 4th • Downtown Murray • 753-8055

Tommy B. Lavender

Mrs. Eva G. Ivey

Tommy B. Lavender, 86. Rt. 6, Murray, died Saturday at
1.20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A building contractor in Murray, he was one of the cocontractors who built the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. He
retired from his position as supervisor of Murray Housing Project. He was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray, where
he attended the Baraca/Fellowship Sunday School Class. He was
a long time member of the Carpenter's Union.
The youngest of 16 children, he was born March 8, 1907, in
Gordon, Ga., to the late William B. Lavender and Emma
Brown Lavender.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hilda Page Lavender; one
son,- lerT-y- -D.- Lavender- -and-- wife;-Dot, Catvert City:- -onegrandson, Mark Lavender, Lexington; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Mildred
Bell and husband, Thomas, Murray.
Services are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Tom Moody and Dr. David Roos
are
officiating.
Active pallbearers are John Parker, Bob Hays, Wayne Garrison, Terry Isaacs, Bob McCoy and Bob McCrady. Honorar
y
pallbearers are members of Baraca-Fellowship Sunday School
Class.
Burial will folliw in Murray City Cemetery.

Mrs. Myrtle G. Puckett Adams
Mrs. Myrtle G. Puckett Adams, 86, Murray, died Sunday at
2:03 p.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center.
She was a member of Bellview Baptist Church, Paducah.
Born March 9. 1907, in Trigg County, she was the daughter
of the late Robert Puckett and Millie Compton Puckett. She
also was preceded in death by two grandsons, Gary Phillips
and Sammy Farley.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Louise Wilkinson and
husband, W.T., and Mrs. Lockie Herrold and husband, Rodney,
Paducah, Mrs. Mary 'Phillips. Calvert City, and Mrs. Verna Mae
Farley, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ethel White, Vienna, Ill.; 11
grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; two
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Ivy
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m.
today (Monday).

James Harold Chaney

Mrs. Eva G. Ivey, 77, formerly of Calkm ay Counts
died
Thursday in Oshawa, Ontario.
She was the widow of Robert Ivey.
Survivors include one stepson, Sonny key, Antiodt,
Tenn .
and three stepdaughters.
Graveside services will be Friday at 2 pin. at m (
Cemetery.
Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home will he in L• harc ()I arrangements, but no visitation will he scheduled

Mrs. Sadie Rose Reed
Mrs. Sadie Rose Reed, 70,_ _Clay. City, LU.,
4 -Saturday at
523 p.m. at Burlin Manjor, Olney Ill.
Born. Aug. 5, 1923, in Clay County,. HL she
was the daughter of the late William Rusk and aadie Venable
Rusk.
Also preceding her death were one sister and on
brother.
Survivors include her husband, C.D. Reed,
to whom she was
married on Oct. 30, 1944; one daughter,
Mrs. Phyllis Gill, Clay
City, Ill.; two sons, Charles Reed, Murray,
and Jay Reed, West
Palm Beach, Fla.; one brother, Sherman
Rusk, Grays Lake, Ill.;
four grandchildren, Jarrod Reed, Andrea
Reed and Jason Reed
and Christopher Gill.
Memorial service will be tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in the chapel
of Summers-Kistler Funeral Home, Clay
City, Ill. The body will
be cremated.

1••••

Expressions of sympathy may take the form
of donations to
Alzheimer's Research.

011ie J. Copus

Al
TI
01
19

The funeral for 011ie J. Copus was Sunday at t2 p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah.
He was a 40-year members of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons who conducted Masonic rites. Burial was
in Maplelawn Cemetery, Paducah.
Mr. Copus, 87, Shelbyville, died Wednesday at 5:32 p.m. at
Jewish Hospital, Shelbyville. He was a retiho mechanic.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Mrs. Lorene
Parker Copus; his second wife, Mrs. Dorris Upell Copus; his
parents, Tillman and Rosie Clark Copus; one sister; two
brothers.
survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Freedman,
Mercer Island, Wash.; one sister, Mrs. Zeffie Woods, Murray;
two grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions
to Old Mason's Home of Kentucky. Box 909, Shelbyville, Ky.
40065.
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James Harold Chaney, 72, Rt. 3, Murray, died this morning
at St. Michael Hospital, Stephens Point, Wis. His death was
Ms. Lucille Buchanan, 84, Princeton, died Saturday at
from injuries sustained in a truck accident.
her
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and -it, home.
She formerly worked at the gift shop at Kenlake State
burial arrangements.
Park
Hotel. A member of First Baptist Church, Princeton, she
was
owner and operator of Lucille's Jewelry in Princeton.
Ms. Buchanan was the daughter of the late Sam Buchana
n
and
Clara Kennedy Buchanan.
Mrs. Thelma Legg Teach of Worthington, Ohio, died Friday
Survivors include several cousins.
at Riverside Hospital, Columbus, Ohio.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Morgan'
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shirley T. Johnson of
s
Funeral Home, Princeton. Dr. Bill Tichenor and the Rev.
Murray.
J. Bill
Jones
officiate
d.
Funeral and burial servicesd are today at Worthington.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cemetery there

Ms. Lucille Buchanan

Mrs. Thelma Legg Teach

HOG MARKET

14feeekr"
5nataLs
„
r Coming Tolownlw)

Federel-Stitte Market %two Serrke Dec. 20, 1993
Kentucky Purchase Area Dos l'etarket Report Includes 3
B uying Statkens Receipts Act 0, Est. 250 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady • WOO higher
US 1.2 230.2.54
5.17.30•38.00
LS 210430 lbs-------------. 534.50-37.00
LS 2-3 230-240 lbs.537.00.37.51
LS 14 244-271 lbs...
-S36.00-37.04

SAV

John Taylor Atkins

Sows
US 1.2 274-350
US 1-3 304-400 lbs.
US 1-3 400-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 end up
US 2-3 300-5410
Suers 524.00-524.50

Cooper
TIRES

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

525.00-26.00
526.00.27.00
527.00-2100
.....530.00-33.00

RE

* WAREHOUSE TIRE *
400 Industrial Rd.

to

inc

753-1111

There is no better time to say

'Thank You ?,

tV;

than this holiday season.
• 77

Santa will be visiting our Main
Office lobby and taking Christmas
orders from good little girls and boys!

her

Final rites for John Taylor
Atkins were Saturday at 1
p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn. H.D. Hudson and Carl
Wilson officiated.
Pallbearers were Ray, Don
and Jim Paschall, Ralph Gallimore, cart Barrett and Wayne
Wilson. Burial was in Puryear
City Cemetery.
Mr. Atkins, 86, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died Thursday
at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
A member of the Baptist
faith, he was a farmer and
retired .as a custodian from
Puryear School. Born Jan. 26,
1907, at Puryear, he was the
son of the late John Atkins
and Alice Alexander Atkins.
Four sisters and three brothers
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lela G. Wilson Atkins,
to whom he was married on
Oct. 30, 1936; three sons, Joe
Atkins, Murray, Bob Atkins,
Puryear, and Billy Atkins, San
Jose, Calif.; one sister, Mrs.
Pauline Bell, Memphis, Tenn.;
six grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
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Here Is His Schedule:
Wednesday, Dec. 22 Noon-4 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 23 Noon-4 p.m.

w"'a

Come visit our Holiday Room, enjoy free refreshments and
receive a free picture of your child with Santa.

/ea.44e

nBank ofM

COLOR IT
V,

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
C)..

Funeral Home, Inc.

713 South Fourth St.

753-6800
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MERRY!
BRIGHT!
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Thank You Alvin York, Bobbie Wilcox,
James Coleman, Jack Norsworthy,
Keith York and Kelvin York

Idoples tirst Corporation Bank

753-1893 • Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender Cr
Mxii Office - 101 S Fourth St. • University Branch - 515 N. 12th St. • S. Manor Branch - 611 12th St

THANK YOU for placing your trust and
confidence with us and allowing us to serve you.
At the beginning ofthis new year, we want to
renew our promise to you - that we will always
maintain the highest ethical standards and
conduct ourselves in the most professional
manner.
GOOD LUCK and BEST WISHES during
this holiday season and the upcoming year.
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Thank you for
choosing us.
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Happy Holidays
10 You & Your Family
.;

MOT
Painting
Paul MyhIll 753-9382
Sammy Tidwell 753-0487
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIME(
)

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211Plgy Asb
$5 00 Column Inch
40% Demount 2nd Nal,
% Discount Itct tun
(Al 1 Ads Wit /Lin *Mtn if Day P•Aod)
$1 75 pen column inch •rho for
Tuesday (Shopping Guido)

Reader Ads
25e per word. $5.00 minimum
lit day.Sc per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day $1.75 extra for Shopper
(Turps Classifieds go Into Shopping Guido.) 92.00 extra for
blind box ads.

YanlIcrieil.afriPgkl
A $200 to wis be required to mak*
any changes to ad otter deadline.

010

TO PLACE
AN AD
ANNOUNCEMENTS
C10
020
025
030
040

050

FARMERS MARKET
190
370
390
400
550

Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Suppiies
Produce
Feed & Seed

320
330
34C

360

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION

470
480
485
490

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
. Campers
Boots & Motors

495
500
510
520

010
Legal
Notice

insurond

080
230
250
290
530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes tor Rent
Mobile Horne Lots for Pent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Aoartmenrs ;or Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses ;or Rent
For Rent or Lease

010
Legal
Notice

SERVICES

H&c) Wanted
I.omestic & Cnilacore
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

instruction
280
285
3X
3'^

753-1916

CA LL

EMPLOYMENT

560

Legal Notice
Notice
Persona s
Cara of rho-Kr.
In Me" D'r
Lost & Fou^a

ADJUSTMENTS

010

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180

200
2 10
220
240
250
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale or Trade
Want 7o B.fy
Articles For Sae
APOliances
Home Furnishings
Arinques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy EquiPment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
M•scellaneous
TV & Radio
PtS & SuoVies

Advertisers ore requested to
check the first insertion ot
their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & flrnes will be responsibte for ant./ one incorrect insertion
Any 0001
should be reported immedlateiy so c oriact.ons ccrt be
made

REAL ESTATE SALES
2/C
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

VI OD

"

C•5

:Or

,
11 .

y

• • .:111—,

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

111"
.7'ee

060

Legal
Notice

Help
Wanted

Position
Wanted

Financial institution
in Paris, Tn. seeks
registered securities representatives
to sell financial pro-

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981

ducts in a banking
environment. Must
have NASD Series
7 license.
Insurance license would
be helpful. An Equal
Opportunity
Employer.

SEWING lobs wanted including formal weaf
753-1061

America's Second Car
10P
-

ORDINANCE NUMBER 93-1013

NOTICE

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NUMBER 93-1005,
THE CITY OF MURRAY ANNUAL BUDGET ORDINANCE FOR
OPERATIONS OF CITY GOVERNMENT BEGINNING ON JULY 1,
1993 AND ENDING ON JUNE 30, 1994.

TO: O.A. Schroader and his heirs; B.F.
Schroader and his unknown heirs;
J.R. Schroader and his unknown
heirs; O.L. Schroader and his unknown heirs; Mrs. Sallie Waters and
her unknown heirs; Mrs. Lorena Wilcox and her unknown heirs; Mrs.
Jessie Galtin and her unknown heirs;
and all other unknown persons who
may claim any interest in the subject
matter of this action.

Whereas, the Finance Committee, Murray City Council has
reviewed various recommendations in revenue and
expenditure allocations and in a meeting on December 8, 1993 voted to recommend said changes to the
City Council:
NOW,THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
SECTION
1, General Fund revenues are increased $38,480
derived from the following sources:
City Park Ppol Grant
Tree Planting Grant
Fire Engine - Surplus Property Sale

$20,000
7,730
10,750

SECTION
2 Expenditures are increased in the net amount of
$47,230 by deleting a $5000 appropriation for Ambulance Match and
allocating the following special appropriations:
Tree Planting Grant Project
City Park - Swimming Poll Repair
City Park - Pool Renovation
Howard Anderson Property
Sesquicentennial Celebration
Capital Outlay S. 16th Firestation

$7,730
5,000
20,000
6,500
5,000
8,000

SECTION
3 The Captial Debt Service Fund is hereby
increased $183,000 with the following allocations:
Mausoleum Construction
Firestation Construction
Additional Funds

$175,000
8,000

SECTION
4. General Fund Balance as of June 30, 1994 is
hereby restated at $213,607.
SECTION
5, Municipal Aid Tax Revenues are hereby increased $50,582 with revenues derived as follows:
Drainage Project - North 16th Street Bridge $4,215
MAT Revenues (92-93 Funds Released)
23,822
Restated Fund Balance Carryover 93-94
22,545
SECTION
6, Municipal Aid Tax Expenditures are hereby
increased $54,215 with appropriations as follows:
Street Paving, Construction & Milling
$7,000
Drainage Project - N. 16th St. Bridge
4,215
Capital Equipment - 2 Pickup Trucks
29,000
Capital
Equipment
Flatbed
Service
Truck (1/2 cost)
14,000

RE: -Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action
No. 93-CI-00226, Captioned: Bobby
Fike and wife, Dorthy Pike, Petitioners, v. O.A. Schroader and his heirs;
B.F. Schroader and his unknown
heirs; J.R. Schroader and his unknown heirs; O.L. Schroader and his
unknown heirs; Mrs. Sallie Waters
and her unknown heirs; Mrs. Lorena
Wilcox and her unknown heirs; Mrs.
Jessie Galtin and her unknown heirs;
and all other unknown persons who
may claim any interest in the subject
matter of this action,' Respondents.
The undersigned attorney was appointed
Warning Order Attorney by the Calloway
Circuit Court to notify the above identified
individuals and all other unknown persons
who may claim any interest in the subject
matter of this lawsuit, that an action has
been filed which concerns real property
generally located on the east side of 4th
Street across from Myers Lumber Company
in Murray, Kentucky(and more particularly
described in the lawsuit). The Petitioners in
the action assert that they are the owner of
the property and that any rights you may
have in the property should be terminated.
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit
is made by you on or before January 27,
1993, ajudgment by default may be granted
against you. Copies of the Complaint can be
obtained from the Clerk of the Calloway
Circuit Court, Miller Annex, 201 S. 4th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Gerald Bell
Haverstock & Bell
211 S. 12th St., P.O. Box 187
Murray, KY 42071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY

SECTION
7 Municipal Aid Tax Fund Balance as of June 30,
1994 is hereby restated at $6,367.
SECTION
8 Local Government Economic Assistance Funds
in the amount of$14,000 are hereby appropriated toward the 1/2 cost
of Flatbed Service Trucks with the LGEA Fund Balance as ofJu ne 30,
1994 restated at $9,900.00.
SECTION
9. In all other respects Ordinance Number 93-1013,
as amended,is hereby reaffirmed and shall not be changed except by
ordinance amendment.
Introduced to the Murray City Council on December 9, 1993.
Adopted by the Murray City Countil on December 16, 1993.
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor

020

060
Help
Wanted

Notice
AURORA Pizza Magic
Closed for the winter
Watch for re opening
dates

025
Personals
MEET nice singles w,
names phone Is Down
Home Introductions
615 235-5000

020
Notice

X XXXXXXXXXXX X
ADULT
x
x
STORE x
X BOOK
Flew ot Doll House Cale v
X Open 6pm 4 am "
X Hwy. 79 Paris, In. X
X XXXXXXXXXXX X

FOR LEASE
Office space In Bel Air
Center, 1100 square
feet. Available after
Jan. 1, 1994.
Call 753-4751

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guarhnteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Rest A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
Nek

753-4199

Norma Jeane's Nails
Holiday Hot Wax
Nails Manicure
$30set

JOHN Keck found you
ring Call (502) 436-2296

$10

Immediate openings for warehouse workers In
the Murray area.
First shift, 40 hou
a week. Call
5557 for an appointment.
E.Of.
BABYSITTER in my home
Almo area days beginning
January 753 2417
CAREER Opportunities
available at COLORTYME
in Murray Job requires lifting collecting & sales
Apply in person at 418 N
12th

753-1137

OPEN
HOUSE
Tues, Dec. 21
3-6 p.m
Calloway Gardens
Community Room
1505 Diuguid Dr
Murray, KY

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply II
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free unfound
lion call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
't•NO. .klot

'

A UNIQUE GIFT!
,

•Swedish Mossoge
• Reflexology
•Deep Muscle Therapy
•Energy Balancing

MASSAGE TO YOU

Enjoy a relaxing rejuvenating therapeutic massage
in the comfort of your home
Gift Certificates Available
DAVE ESTES, MP 502-753-3801

94 THINGS AND MORE
SAVE 10..5013/0 OFF
Retail Prices EVERY DAY
rF urniture
•Lamps 8. Shades
•Dishes
'Home Furnishings
•Portable Pressure
'And More "Things'
Washers
Hwy. 94 East
Hours: M-F 10-6
1 Mile East of Murray
Sat 10-5
Phone 753-3769

' DoodlInes ore 2 days
odvoncel

z—
vvo-•o0

100

Business
Opportunity

uglyDuckling
RENT-A -CAR

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BEAUTY Shop for sale Fo
nformation call 753-4582

Mall resume to:
P.O. Box 1040 P
Murray, KY 42071
ARE you looking for an
opportunity? Immediate
openings for sales of cable
programming throughout
Western Kentucky We are
the largest supplier of cable
programming in the country No experience necessary will train $50K potential 1st year Protected territory no overnight travel
Medical and retirement
benefits available Call for
interview Monday-Friday
9-5 at (615) 672-4998 or
(615) 672-4999

ASSEMBLERS:
Excellent Income to
assemble products
at home.
Info 1-504-646-1700
DEPT. KY-2021
CITY Clerk, Hazel. KY The
city is now accepting applications for the city clerk
position Applicant must be
a resident of the city of
Hazel. KY and possess a
high school diploma or
equivalent Applications
may be picked up at Miss
Bradie's Antiques (corner
of Hwy 641 and Dees St)
and must be returned by
Jan 1, 1994 For information call Dan Farris at
492-8796 Hazel is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00arn 3 00pm
We are an EOE This project is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council JTPA
NOW hiring assistant manager or M I T Must be ca
reef oriented highly motivated & self starter Apply in
person after 1 30prn Sonic
Drive In Murray KY

ZENITH Personal computer with monitor new
printer, WordPerfect and 2
disc drives Ideal for stu
dent word processing
$450 Call Jeff at 753-9412

Dann 'en at 6 OW

Knights of Columbus Hall
Ks?, ;.4 *es! ,c) 30,,,ry Rooersor Roao
OPEN TO TIE PUBLIC

753-0466

CASH for mobile home
tires & aides 436-2578
901 644-0679
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
GOOD used piano
753-1628 after 5pm
WANTED Wooden Fisher
Price Toys, working condition Gray s Flea Market
609 S 4th St 753-7047
days. 753-3998 evenings

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

Murray

/4
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Business on
a Budget?
n

fleds even,' Jay nouang the ShoDiper
`Or
OC
month Dold r odvance'

Call 753-1916 for details.
•

HELP WANTED
104 FT brake Pro Two to
vinyl siding 436-2701
8x12 STORAGE shed excellent condition $950
May be seen at Sonic
Drive-In 759-9885
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil. gravel till dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

Circulation

Department, part

paper delivery for city and
county routes.
time

1 p

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
Ca:i.c

LAWN Chief riding lawn
mower. 12,
, hp, used less
than 30hrs Call 759-1816
after 6pm
LOWRENCE LMS 350 fish
finder, LGC1 modular accessory. both new
382 2443
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
OLD Timer wood burning
stove $300 753-0195 after
4pm

PHYSICAL Therapist
needed for busy out-patient UPHOLSTERY shop
clinic in Clarksville Tenes- equipment 1 industrial
sewing machine and stand
see full time & part time
Experience in orthopaedics many original auto uphol
stery materials original
or work hardening a plus
Recent graduates are wel- books dating from
come Full time positions 1967-1991, welts and
numerous other supplies
are salaried plus bonus
Phone 753 7266
Benefits include educa
tonal allowance relocation VANITY tops all sizes all
assistance & 401K plan
shapes Best prices arRespond to Administrator. ound Paschall Salvage 8
PO Box 3747 Clarksville
miles south of Murray
TN 37043
901 498 8964
WANTED barmaids wait
WOODEN Rocking
resses & dancers $500 Horses all sizes Cali
plus weekly Doll House 753 6249 after 6 30pm
Cafe
Parrs
Tn
901 642 4297 7pm 2am
WANTED Dancers and
waitresses for Foxy Lady
Club Paris TN No experience necessary Phone
Charlie or Jeri at
901 644 0301

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Appliances
WASHE R. Dryer $100 ea
Refrigerator, $250 Guar
anteed Call Bill 19011
247 5457 mornings
247 5856 afternoons

LPN Staff Position
On 3p- 1 lp Shift.
Excellent benefits.

Competitive salary.
Contact Barbara Clapp, R.N.
P:rector of Nursing
5.• -3
'4:21 SOUTH ,bc,STINET
MURRAY

KENTUC14.7 4207'

FOR EXPERIENCED RN's:
Home Health

'uli ;line nays M-1--

Quality Improvement Coordinator - +uli iIne
Critical Care Unit: `LH time 7 -17
p m
Obstetrics
lime
'
Surgery

1t,i1 tone 2 ICI

m

Pediatrics Medical: tuit-time

PRN positions available also
Domestic
Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced references Call
Linda 759 9553
SITTER for elderly Cerb
hed nurse's aide flexible
hours good references
753 2136 after 5pm

Home
Furnishings
CONTEMPORARY pine
king size waterbed (semi
flow mattress) & 2 night
stands
$300
Call
901 498 8950 after 6pm
NEW twin mattress & box
spring
top quality
$75 both 753 7738
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Houses
For Rent

Business
Refers

Howie
Ferniehinp
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Anoque
. < ,--nc oak table A
$4).
plc Ash
stitti.e. $30:

3BR br ,, k c-a'Po'l 905
Fairiane $45,' mo Cole
mar, RE '539898
NEW,* fAullaccxated 21:e
brick with garage storage
„arge lot Soctir, 9th
lease & de
$3'5 mo
pc*.it '534'99
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Farm
Equipment

' OR 2br apts near down
town Murray753 4109

MASSE Elerducoc with
—i-ecnah _ader
lH
•rec o' ndet 753 5463 or

7f

3J.1

363 acts Furnished
6U r *
nea MSU No
1 25 2
75 3
OtiS
oavs '53 3606 after 5pm

NEWLY redecorated 3br
house with garage & stor
age budding at Arm°
Heights Appliances turn
No pets Available
ished
tor January occupancy De
references re
&
Posit
quired Cali 759-4826

'BR near MSU appliances
Coleman RE
'53 9E98

101

tit-

Apartments
For Rent

o.adet:zro. tractor
2905

Spore
Equipment
Llers Olympic
ba 45s 35s
collar locks
45s 35s 25s
- s F'..:ressional spotting
753 1737 days

28R apt 2 blocks from
campus water & garbage
furnisned 753-5980
2BR duplex in rice private
area $425 rno 753-3343
28P duplex appliances
eady for occupancy Jan
'sr Reternces & deposit
$385 ma 492-8393
28R townhouse new spa
cious all appliances includ
ng washer & dryer
'53-4573
4BR 2 barn apts available
for Jan occupancy Centel
fi a applicances furnished
Locatec on Diuguid Coleman RE 753-9898
DoPLEX apt new Cambridge Estates $400rmo
rent 1yr lease 753-6156

A C!FEWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD also tree ser
,koe Call 436-2562
SEASONED firewood Call
th,. WOOD MASTER for
wood that stacks up
759 910E
WOOD for sale dry a
green Cal, 436-5439
evenings
220
Musical
John
PANC tuning
C;ottsmalk 753-9600

KIL, ROACHES' Buy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Contro' Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
marcy
back
,3„AFANTEEDI
250
Business
Services
K 7 ano Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Be Air Center
-53 3868 or 436 6099

270
Hann For Sate
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
5pecializing in mobile
home electric services 200
an, p $375 10C amp $325
435 4027

e!G

BUCKS on
Quaiity Built Energy Eftis , eht Manufactured
Homes' One of Terriessee!, LARGEST & OLD
E:S 7 Deaiers, Dinkins Mo
bile Homes Inc Hwy 79E
;'aris TN 1 800-642-4891

EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
FURNISHED apartments
Renting now Available Ja
nuary 6 No pets Zimmer
man Apartments 753-6609
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW one bedroom turn
ished central heat & air, 2
blocks to university reference & deposit 436 5685

CREDO/PEW Sell-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753-2905
STORAGE buildings
7536012 leave message

HA'r round bales Largest
mixed never wet 150
roles available can load 1
mile of Murray 436-2388
436-5051

AC,FA Himalayan letters,
white long hair with flame
or buss points blue eyes
Sire has championship
Papers 753-3096
AKC Dalmatian puppies
Ready now or will hold for
$ 1 50
Christmas
759-1624
AKC Golden Retriever puppies 753-1362 weekdays
435-4236
AKC Longhair German
Shepherd pups Champion
bloodline, parents imported shots & wormed
Must seel 753-9270

NICE duplex 2br central
ha, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended. between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap access} tote Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Ky
or call
Hardin
502-437-4113

Moab
,-,,,rnes For Rent

1614 OL!VE all utilities
furnished kitchen & living
rE`:, 2BR $165i.mo with room privileges Coleman
dposit 759 2570 RE 753-9898
75-3-3860
LlE6c-1

for the Holidays!
AKC Miniature Schnauzer
4 salt & pepper, 1 black
$150,ea 759-4960 Pick
out your Christmas puppy
now for delivery 1 ,10/94
AKC Pomeranians• 1 Owks
old Just in time for Christmas Reduced price
492 8749
BLUE Heeler puppies
8wks great Christmas present 753 4548 after 4pm
CFA Shaded Silver Persian
kittens leukemia & kitten
shots 489-2495 after 6pm

HAVE an obedierk sate
dog for show or home
Gasses or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
M NATURE Pincher pups
not related to Doberman
G000 house pets vet
checked
$ 20 0
502 247 0781

Grogan & Mobile
Vdtage Appliances
PEG S Dog Grooming
or, water t-urnished Coie
srl COZY renta, 41or ' 753-2915
ma h RE 753 9898
bath new paint 0,s
3BE-t mobile home for rent hwasher Lease no pets
430
!efererices. required $440.mc 753 8734 or
Real
53 8012 leave message 753-3366 Tom
Estate
FOR sac or rent 12x5C
appl!anc.es w d hookup
new unoerpinning plumb
ing wiring & floor $350C
°Pc 217 Riviera Courts
Kyle 653-4802 or 653 2951
business
2 or 3br
SHADY Oaks
r Or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

Mobile
Rome Lots For Rent
lots tor rent

3BR 2 bath house 9 miles
west of Murray Hwy 94
$375/mo deposit required
Avaiiable Jan 1st
435-4496 or 489 2321
4BR 2 bath fully furnished
lakefront deck whirlpool
tut, weekly or monthly
rates
Coleman RE
753 9898
FREE SERVICE If you
have property to rent or ,f
you are looking for property
to rent call the Rental Con
ric,<ction For more informa
bon call Mu, Cal Realty
753 4444
•

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

50 ACRES half tillable
good road & location east
of Murray $39 500 Terms
759-1922

Homes
For Salo
1 ACRE 3br 1 bath ft,11
basement, carport, red
brick on Gibb Store Road
Call 753-6633
2BR home located near
downtown area Vacant &
ready for immediate occupancy Priced in the $20's•
owner asking for offer Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLS *5333
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
3br 2 bath home completely rebuilt large
kitchen, lots of closets, new
carpet & vinyl, new deck
new gas ha 14x22 workshop, minutes from every,
thing Immediate possession 759-9359
COZY convenient & cost
efficient describe this 3br, 1
bath newly decorated
home Conveniently located to town hospital &
schools Economical gas
heat & much more Priced
in the $40s MLS* 5333
Call Kopperud Realty at
753-1222
NEW on the market 3br
home in Southwest School
District Living roon. den &
kitchen combination Located on Queensway Dv
Call 753-0539 after 5pm
VERY spacious 3br, 2bath
with great flowing plan,
beautiful kitchen with
breakfast room separate
dining room, master bath
with whirlpool, raised ceilings Golf course view A
must to see Call for your
appointment today
753-2905

2 BEDROOM duplex to
sale 759 4958
KOPPERUD Reaity has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

5 • 43,

CHRISTMAS 4 wheelers
Yamaha 4 Champ $1100
Honda 200SX $1395 200
Big Wheel. $895
437-4723 437-4639
LAO
Used
Cars
1965 CHEVROLET Biscayne 33 XXX actua
miles excellent condition
everything works $850
Days 753-0123 Nights
527-5590
1983 MERCURY Grand
Marquis LS• 70,XXX miles
ieather, loaded immacu
late condition 753-4978
1984 CHEVROLET Cele
brity V6 gray sunroof
tinted windows new tires
sharp car, $1400
753 2494 after 5pm
300ZX
t t
s
miles,
loade , 69
sharp 759-1509
1986 CHRYSLER Laser
5sp turbo 72.XXX miles
new clutch, runs great
$2300 obo 436-5362 leave
message

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Sentice Com
hiote instaliation and set
Gary at
.- e
Ca '59 4754

150 tong tker'
Super can XL 1
tore
point power loci,s A win
ruse a, 50
dew
engine auto trans gages &
tach trailer towing cargo
lite tog lights oPv.i t•roikS
ewhirl,J1
system and
brakes EII7. XXX hao mc,t
center uonsale hug dettioti
to' hirif now tit Ci -So
436-5365
JEEP 1 ,14-8 Ci.l5 6 cy'
engine rebuilt new trans
mission transfer case
drive shaft tires instrument panel tail lights
clutch throw-out bearings.
etc $3650 492 8858

1 A
Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal cleaning out sheds attics & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
1

Al 1A leaf raking & mulch
ing light hauling 436 2528
ask for Mark
Al AL S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
ing
Free estimates
759-1683
A 1 Carpenter work Remodeling,new construction decks No job to small
Free estimates Call J & C
Construction at 436-5398
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816 753-0495
ALPHA Builders Carpentry remodeling porches
rooting concrete driveways painting maintenance etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA Repair and in
stallabon Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tennas rotors, and ampli
hers Beasley s Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901-642-4077

Eddie Linn

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling foundations
etc 759-4664

753-8315
" BODY SHOP *
411 Kruk (,maranteed lo Your Salisfarttim'
kordal
iy

Ali

MN

A%ailahl*-

Medi+, f wino ia Domestic

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References available 436 2060
GENERAL Repair plumbing rooting tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
mg Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows vinyl flooring
436-2052
HEATING Ron Hall Heating. Cooling and Electric
Co Service, unit replacement and complete installlion Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting sliding
painting Plumbing con
crete Free estimates Cali
474 2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753 2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

inq
f ess

set 0,

When
look

yee're

is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

-,
Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

'412:riv

DIAL — 751-1916

41c 6i8116
We have a nifty Christmas gift
idea for any age!!

A PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATE!
Call (502) 382 2306
.-pt VISA &
at&
Location Hwy 94 West,4 mi W of Lynn Grove, Ky
Phone (502) 382-2306 Ph & Fax

CATHY

-NAH. I Tl
TLL lAAT
TIL qOU SI
THE PRI(
EVEN MO

1

.

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

aditm
. ort

CAMP

Commercial & Residential • Licensed & Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner
l_consocl SMART HOJSE Inslaqtar • ..'7 AJdoctAttdeo Instaliatton

7 Days Per Week

.
1

MURRAY 753-9224
RH. Nesbitt Masonry Company
d

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
, —. Central Healing A Cooling Service & Installoon
l _
Eleancai Service A Installation
py
licensed Gas Merchant
Off..
(ril

Ph. 502-492-8516

D. Pager 502-762-7221

Hazel, Kentucky

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
.Your Source For Metal Rooting & Siding *

Sepia- Tanks, Sewers & Hauling

Doors, Windows, Door Track A Trolleys, and Insulation
tor metal Buildings
fiJrterworth Rd (Hwy 2,49)
Murray, KY 42011

Remodeling, garage's, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fcr,re ft,m, maintenance

All Types of Refuse Service

P ,

'_.L.,/

Mana:er i

Call for all appointment

753-2962

Bel-Air Center, Murray
(502) 753-3868

r

_ _,_____,
____---.
.

I
traimu. _y__,..s

I

753-6952
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TRi-STATE
GARAgE

BuitdiRs

CALL
93elber, Kentucky
-58M
1-800-767-5893
or Call Collect (502) 674
e-

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

SNIFF

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

For all your
investigative needs!

(_; all.°w =1 y r. (,). Fi r
d
;,
4t 'FI J'..'r.; u rJ

II=

489-2303

1-800-585-6033
Stewart, Route

Otrice (502) 489 2722
flame 1502) 489 2724

ALPHA BUILDERS

K•T•I• a Associates

7' 'i

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

• • 1- 1 17=
Bud

4ctrne Aulotrtalouri

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

Commercial arid Residential
Contracting
riierk
ah
l oC
eor
GcB
*
'I

Iftetric

ELECTRICAt CONTRACTORS

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

•

WOOD WORKS

BLON

753-1916

Call Us Today!

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

-4°-•

,„1

Visa and Master Card

4
.7

Fi '44.11.1
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For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
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Dial-A-Service

MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723

ll'AV7.
:
e e

n

a-

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!

Commercial Waste
0
4
Disposal
ri

v

pr int

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

759-4685

• Drop by and see our stiovivrc,om

'Intt,

One ()hone

WINDOW & door repair
20yrs experience
753-2330

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

Custom Woodworking

Wier

f ur

to rIcitiSit fttl

pots 570t, r ad i
on working fOr
the clock'

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12 1-5
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

JOE'S- Carpet Cleaning
Special $15 per room, regardless of size or number
of rooms Residential only
Call
Joe
Lowe
901-247 3068

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
ServiCe All work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436-5832

All Types Of

I.

I t'S curt That OidV

Call Us Anytime

409 S Jtvk

rr,r

in classified Yo,,t r,.f.SSAQt• ii pr
any tin,
can be read an(t re 'earl
of the day or night

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690

BACKHOE Service corn
plete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt Ma
sonry Phone 492-8516

CUSTOM KlICHIN GASINF IS
C UST:AA WOODWORKING

z

sii

Stun,'

T C Dinh Repair & Mamie
nance Electrical Cleaning
Sewers 1210 Main Street
753-1252 office 753-0606,
753-5705 after 5pm

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replacement 759 1515

•

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
i-itatrig Cooling & Electric
Inc SeNice, sales and in
stallation (.502) 435-4699
435 4327

\\oi'kiiig
rotIn(
1 'I ic
Clock
libr Yu!

"LUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
436 5255

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
perierce
HOPPER 4365848

Lake
Properly

6erald I inn

L RYWALL finishing re
'pars additions and blow
ceilings 753 4'61

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maKir
manufacturers Ail work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
1989 929 MAZDA,57,XXX, citizen discounts We sell
chimney cacis and screens
white virtlue leather inter
435 4191
or one onwer extra clean
Call 753 4504 evenings
CLASS A Carpet Cleaning
& Building Maintenance
1989 OLSDMOBILE Delta Commercial or residential
88 4th, power locks tilt Insured, free esitmates
cruise, local car excellent 474 8339
condition 753 1769
CONSTRUCTION Fram
mg $2 a square foot and
1990 HONDA Accord LX
Tripp Wiiliams
up
condition
5sp excellent
753
0563
753-9778 after 6pm

ROBERTS Realty Gallo
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651' Syca
more and 12th St

LAKE VIEW lot 2br mobile
home completely turn
ished Pine Bluff area
o bo
$ 1 3 000
217 431 7034

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe *OA septic svs
terns 354 8161 after 4pm

1987 NISSAN Maxima
79 XXX miles 753-8107

NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156

415

RTOPS custom
'tames traiiers offices
Watft s RPCX),tely Murray
3l 5560

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Will be Closed

CHOW Chow puppies
VERY nice 2br. 2 bath du- AKC Will hold til Chnstmas $1COrea 1-376 2540
plex. appliances furnished
central gas rya Northwood
,COCKATIELS 8 paraDr $475<mo 1 month de
keets 759-4119 after 6
posit 1 year lease No pets
Or
leave message
753 2905
machine
'
Rooms
For Rent

, A
OLJAI, Run Subdkisio
•-•
new sutx1hisron 'acatec
miles south of Murray No
AN
city taxes but has sewer
,,-).er Doug.
water cable underground
electrcily newly plEner, '51
streets large lots Starting
at 511 900 tor plat & rest,ic
tons Call Kopperuci Rea%
753-1222 MLS1 5349

Dog Day
Afternoon
Dec. 25 - Jan. 9

BfigrigfoiffRiginEf[0 17)rimrAfgrAIW

Vans

A

AKC Miniature Dachshund
NICE 2br duplex stove
refrigerator & dishwasher, ;puppies black Ready for
wi'd hookup centrai gas Christmas $150 Deposit
Camden
h a No pets $400,Trio plus will hold
901-584-4475
deposit 753-1953 days
753-0870 nights
NICE 2br duplex, lake view
in Panorama Shores minutes from Murray washer
dryer included $425imo
527-9639

Lola
For Ss1•

What a Way .t o Stort the Week'!

— Dial Now —
_

Advertise Here!

ONE OF

j0..C5

MURRAY LEDGER

MONDAY DE C MEIER 70

TIMES
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
Ten years ago
Many events in the area have
been cancelled because of the
snow and cold weather. Snow fell
in Murray the night of Dec. 19th
Murray. Tommy Harding is pictured shoveling snow on the
courtsquare in a photo by Staff
Photographer Greg Travis.
Some 50 antique and classic
automobiles were on display Dec.
17 and 18 at Wester Kentucky
Expostion Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Shekell are
today observing their 50th wedding anniversary.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Darnell, Dec.
4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Hopkins, Dec. 9; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Cuthbertson, Dec.
II; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Bryan Bailey and a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. Richard G. Sims,
Dec. 18.

By The Assiiciated Press
Today is Monday. Dec 20, the .154th day of 1993. There are 11
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On Dec. 20, 1803, the Louisiana Purchase was completed as ownership of the territory was formally transferred from France to the
United States during ceremonies in New Orleans. The U.S. paid the
French about $15 million for the land, which effectively doubled the
size of the country.
On this date:
In 1790, the first successful cotton mill in the United States began
operating at Pawtucket, R.I.
In 1820, Missouri imposed a bachelor tax on unmarried men
between the ages of 21 and 50. The tax: Si a year.
In 1860, South Carolina became the first state to secede from the
Union.
In 1864, Confederate forces evacuated Savannah, Ga., as Union
Gen. William T. Sherman continued his March to the Sea.
In 1978, former White House chief of staff H.R. Haldeman was
released from prison after serving 18 months for his role in the Watergate cover-up.
In 1980, the government of the Soviet Union confirmed that former
Premier Alexei N. Kosygin had died two days earlier at the age of 76.
when
In 1987, more than 3,000 people died in a double explosion
tanker
the Dona Paz, a Philippine passenger ship, collided with the
Vector off Mindoro island.
In 1989, the United States launched Operation Just Cause, sending
troops into Panama to topple the government of General Manuel
Noriega.
Ten years ago: PLO chairman Yasser Arafat and 4,000 guerrilla
loyalists fled their stronghold in Tripoli, Lebanon, aboard five Greek
ships, driven out by Syrian-backed Palestinian rebels.
Five years ago: The International Committee of the Red Cross suspended its operations in Lebanon after receiving death threats.
One year ago: U.S. Marines and Belgian paratroopers in Somalia
took control of Kismayu's port and airport; the first truck convoy in
more than a month reached the starving inland town of Baidoa.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director George Roy Hill is 71. Actress
Jenny Agutter is 41.
Thought for Today: "Friendship is unnecessary, like philosophy,
like art .... It has no survival value; rather it is one of those things that
give value to survival." — C.S. Lewis, British author (1898-1963).

I b+ent) 'ears ago
I he f irst winter snow storm of
the season blanketed Murray and
Calloway County with a shallow
cosering of snow after free/ing
rains iced up streets and highways in the area last night.
Calloway County High School
Band is pictured with their new
concert and marching uniforms.
Drum majors are Kathy Jackson
and Kathy Calhoun. Majorettes
are Thelesa Dover, Robin Bryan,
Anita Chaney and Dawn McCuiston. Color Guard members are
Sherry Morris, Sharon Buchanan,
Karen Saylors, Nancy Fike, Rida
Hicks and Sandy Bibb.
The home of Joe E. Seavers of
Rt. 1, Murray, was destroyed by
fire the morning of Dec. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Culver will
be married for 50 years on Dec.
24.

Thirty years ago
Murray State College Board of
Regents approved the sale of
bonds for the construction of
applied science building, a child
care center and maintenance service building for a cost of
S2,500.000.
Recent births reported at Murray Hosptial include a boy to Mr,
and Mrs. Karl Hussung, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Rudd, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby J. Butler,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Ingraham, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
David King, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Bruce Wilson and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Horbacher.
Miss Lester Grisham and Mrs.
Jackie Phillips of Florence, Ala.,
and Miss Georgia Ridgeway of
Tenn.,
so,
Memphis,
T
anednn.,
m
guests of Mr. and Mrs. O.C.
lly.
son,

Fort) yars ago
Verne Kyle was master of
ceremonies for Murray High
School Football Team Banquet
held Dec 16 at Kenlake Hotel
Ted Sanford, commissioner of
Kentucky High School Athletic
Association, was featured speaker Selected as captains for 1954
MHS Tiger Squad were Bill
Wyatt, son of Mr and Mrs Tom
Wyatt. and Don Henry. son of
Mr and Mrs. Eunice Henry
Murray Training School presented its annual Christmas program on Dec. 17 in Murray State
College auditorium. Singing was
accompanied by Murray Training
School Orchestra.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Wesleyan 74 to
64 in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Watrous for
Murray and Abernathy for
Wesleyan.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I (flfl t the
United States from the Netherlands
in 1960 with a fairly good knowledge of the English language, but I
took quite a ribbing about my pronunciation, and ignorance of your
slang words and expressions.
Over the years, friends and relatives from the Netherlands have
come over to visit me, and they all
agree that the U.S. Customs officers
give foreigners a very hard time.
Not all foreigners are terrorists,
drug dealers or thieves, vou know.,
My 87-year-old mother was
made to wait while the customs officer rewrote all her forms. If he
could read them, they must have
been legible, right?,

Recently my nephew came over
with his wife. Their plane had been
delayed eight hours, arriving at
Kennedy Airport at :i a.m., where
the customs officers were downright
nasty!
I don't know if the same is true
at other international airports, hut
I'd like to know if other travelers
have had problems with customs
officers. Perhaps they should all be
sent to charm school.
Abby, if you print this, please
don't use my name. as I fly back
home every year, and I don't want to
be "strip-searched- next time I fly.
FREQUENT FLIER
IN NEW YORK

DEAR FREQUENT FLIER: It
would take more than "charm
school"; it would take "reform"
school.
I, too, had a nasty run-in with
a U.S. Customs officer: On
returning from the Orient in
1963, a customs officer in Honolulu insisted that the pearl
necklace I was carrying in my
purse had been purchased in
the Orient.
I told him that I had owned
it for 10 years. He refused to
believe me, so I telephoned my
insurance agent in San Francisco, who verified the fact.
This occurred on a Sunday.
All the telephone circuits were
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

busy, so it took four hours to
complete the call; consequently.
I missed my plane and had to
take a later flight home.
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter married a man with two children who
lived with them. They later had one
child together. For many years. we
included the stepchildren in our
family gatherings. After they were
grown, we decided that the stepchildren should be excluded.. We asked
our daughter to handle this.
Our son-in-law and his children
were very hurt and angry. Can you
believe they nearly divorced over
this? Now, he no longer speaks to
us. and neither he nor our daughter
comes to family parties. She insists
that we were wrong, but we don't
believe we were.
What do you think? And how can
we rectify this situation?
PERPLEXED IN MICHIGAN
DEAR PERPLEXED: I think
you were not only wrong, you
were incredibly insensitive,
tactless and cruel. You owe
your daughter, her husband
and the children you offended
an apology.
DEAR ABBY: I've been reading
about all the crybabies who are
angry and disappointed because
they did not know their biological
parents.
Abby, did they ever stop to think
that they might have been the
aftermath of a drunken party?
I was adopted hy two of the
finest people who ever lived. They.,
picked me from a multitude of
babies, and they doctored, eared for
and loved me with all their hearts.
• I would not have walked next
door to see my natural -mother or
father. I am 71 years old. Please
withhold my name.
A MISSISSIPPI MALE
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently read a
magazine article about the use of botulinum toxin to help victims of torticollis, or wry neck. Two requests for
"Excuse me, Captain, but while we're waiting,
further information have gone unanwould you like to join the crew and
swered; therefore. I am looking to you
myself for a little snorkeling?"
for information on this subject.
DEAR READER: Spasmodic torticollis. which many readers have
reminded me is much more serious
and incapacitating than mere wry
(stiff) neck, is a condition of unknown
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cause, marked by agonizing spasms of •
the neck muscles.
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800-714-6732.
DEAR DR. GOTT. What can you tell
me about a nutritional supplement for
men over 40, to help shrink the
prostate and improve sex life in later
years' It contains an extract mixture
of zinc, pyridoxine, serona, Panax. Lalanine, glutamic acid. apis mellifoca
pollen. silica and hydrangea. I've
ordered a 30-day supply, yet would
like your comments before taking it.
DEAR READER: The only product
that has been scientifically proved to
shrink the prostate gland in men with
benign prostatic overgrowth is the
prescription drug Proscar. Ask your
doctor about this. Natural or herbal
remedies are not appropriate for this
purpose
In addition, promoters of these
products often claim that sexual functioning can be improved. This is not
true. Such a claim is merely a marketing scheme.
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "The Prostate Gland" and
"Where to Find Sex Information."
Other readers who would like copies
should send $1.25 for each report plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O Box 2433. New York, NY
10163 Be sure to mention'the titles)
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Area counselors to visit Trigg County High
PADUCAH, K
— Guidance
counselors from elementary and
sccondary schools throughout westem i Kentucky will be coming to the
aid of Trigg County High School
after the first of the year.
The West Kentucky Counselors
Association has agreed to provide
throughout the month of January
counseling services to Trigg County
students who arc coping with the
tragic loss of seven of their classmates. The seven boys were killed

in a car accident in Tngg County. on
December 1.5.
Linda McElya, WKCA secretary.
said school officials requested the
association's help.
By January. "the initial shock of
the situation will be beginning to
fade, but the grief process will have
only just begun," McEly a said.
'Their classmates won't be there and
the students will have to come to
grips with what's happened once
more"

HOROSCOPES
IL ESDAN. DIF:CFAMER 21.1993
,For % ow personali/ed dad Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
11.Iie III birth. Lan 1 -9(X)-98)v-778h. Your phone company w ill hill you 95
). ems a 1111111.11e
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE impulsively. Tned-and-true methods
NEXT YEAR OF 1-01•R LIFE: will carry you to victors Resurrect
depends more on what you a financial agreement.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
Ao than on tlo‘k you do it. Be on the
11.stit tor unusual opportunities. employment picture brightens. You
A
n1rliulI1t job offer will arise increase your earnings or earn new
acclaim. Influential people value
904-. You discos er someinir .
? about our family that You your efforts and fresh concepts.
:icy el knew sv title grow ing up. Cook A fitness buy could help launch a
or k% zird to a dramatic increase in
new vou. Exercise daily.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
ottr sas lugs account by late summer Business tra+ el proves to be A model of consistency, you hold up
splendidly under pressure from highP,,
1 C in\ estment.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON er-ups or critics. A projects success
THIS DATE: tennis great Chris will depend on your ability to superert. Oscar-winning actress Jane vise yourself. F0110K conservative
I•onda. Olympic Gold Medal track financial guidelines to avoid losses.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
athlete Florence Griffith Joyner,
You find just what you have been
singer Frank Zappa.
ARIES March 21 -April 19): looking for in a new personal or
oid forcing a showdown with a professional alliance. Affection
higher-up who is on edge. Your abounds. Do not lose your temper
cooperation keeps the peace. Odds over trifles. You could negotiate
In lose and chance favor vou. Work
a brilliant financial settlement.
oft excess tension through aerobics
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
or cycling.
21): A banner day lies ahead. You
TAURUS iApril 20-May 20): reap more for your efforts than anticDemands made by the top brass may ipated. Your ability to think "big" is
irritate you. Biting the bullet and the fuel that makes things happen.
following through will bring big Put romance on hold for now.
rewards. Welcome any opportunity
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
to display your talents to an appre- A new agreement sets the stage for
ciative audience. Fame beckons!
success, promising you additional
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): benefits or prestige. inaugurate
Your resourcefulness reduces the investment plans with confidence.
cost of a potentially expensive pro- Heed a woman's advice. Treat your
Credit matters will go smoothly. mate or date to something special.
Sharing y-our hopes and dreams with
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
family members draws you closer You may have fought a long and
together.
hard battle, only to wonder, "Where
CANCER (June 21-Ju1y 22): is the payoff?" Although career
Working With a team makes all of demands are taxing', you see the light
ou look good today. An employment at the end of the tunnel. Forge ahead.
or love pact has luck on its side. Trust
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
someone who has done you favors in Exercise self-discipline where spendthe past.
ing is concerned. Other people like
LEO duly 23-Aug. 221 The bur- you but may not understand your
dens of work could weigh more sensitivity. Try to develop a thicker
heav ily now . To avoid making a mis- skin. Romance improves when you
step. resist the temptation to act take a more positive approach.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are good-humored and outgoing. attracting
friends and admirers like a magnet. They have great intellectual gifts but
also enjoy watching and participating in sports.
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CUSTOM SHEET METAL
•Arehiteetural Sheetmetal
*Welding Fabrication
'Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper. Brass
'Plasma Cutting Machine

MURRAY
. PLAZA COURT

MURRAY'S OLDEST SHEET METAL COMPANY
--Since 1937- -

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.753-8181, 753-2130 (FAX)
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Chaps® Ralph Lauren

Perry Ellis®
Sportswear

$100°

Off
Any Item

1/2

té

Ruff Hewn®
Sportswear

Price

tiP I°

30V0

Off
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T,order a re,tsed and updated copy of loam Dixon's best-selling book ''Yesterday. Todx, and Fore',r li. Astrolop Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send $S 95 plus Si postage and handling
1)1 \or, ,(1 Andre., and MeMeel. PO. Box 419242. Kansas City. Mo 64141. Make checks payable to
,oldrev., and ‘ILVIetn
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Ducks Unlimited®
Sweatshirts & Sweaters

Dress Shirts

25%

Any Sweater
In The Store!

25%

$1000 Off

_ Off

Oft

Any Item

BOY'S DEPARTMENT
oev4 Huge Group. Sweaters,
Rugby's and Wovens
onw S2995

40% Me stock
For The Young Men!
Button-Up Wovens
211.1t S2500

Each

B.U.M. Sweatshirts
Nov4

PICK UP ONLY SPECIAL

20%

Sweatshirts - Duck Head®

°`'s2000

On

Each
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Stocking Stuffers
Great Gift Ideas!
Colognes • Watches • Key Chains • Wallets
Travel Bags • Belts & More!
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CORN AUSTI
Downtown • Murray

Chestnut St.

Open Mon -Sat. Til 7:00, Sun. 1-5'Visa, MC, Amex, Corn-Austin' Charge
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